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The constant drive to improve material properties has recently led researchers

towards metastable nanostructured materials, increasing the need for new synthetic

pathways capable of rationally accessing targeted compounds. A method is demonstrated

for using physical vapor deposition to create elementally modulated precursors targeting

specific compounds. Controlling the modulation length scale of the precursor allows

entire families of misfit layered compounds to be synthesized with atomic level control of

the structure. Over 100 new misfit layered compounds were synthesized in the

[(BiSe)uo]m(NbSe2)n, [(PbSe)uo]m(NbSe2)n, [(PbSe)Loo]m(MoSe2)n, and

[(SnSe)l.1o]m(MoSe2)n families. The three-dimensional structures of these compounds are

examined. These materials are shown to form turbostratically disordered sheets of

transition metal dichalcogenide layers interwoven between blocks of rock salt layers.



These layers have very small in-plane grain sizes on the order of 10 nm. The interfaces

between these layers lack any epitaxial relationship and yet are atomically abrupt and

indicate no strain present.

The unique metastable structures lead to fascinating properties in these

compounds. The turbostratic disorder leads to extremely low thermal conductivity

perpendicular to the layering. Thermal conductivities as low as 0.07 W/m/K were

measured. Because of the flexible chemistries, a wide range of electrical properties are

accessible in these materials, with electrical conductivities ranging from metallic to

semiconducting and carrier concentrations ranging from 1017 to 1021 cm-3
. Despite the

small grain sizes, respectable mobilities have also been measured, up to 21 cm2V-Is-l
.

This work consists, in part, of previously published and coauthored material.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The ability to design and implement the synthesis of new compounds has been

fundamental to the advancement of chemistry. In molecular synthesis, strategies have

been developed using designed precursor compounds with specific functionalities

targeting specific final products. These precursors are combined at relatively low

temperatures, allowing controlled intermediates which preserve key components of the

precursors in the final product, allowing complexity to rationally develop through the

course of a synthesis. These techniques provide broad access to complex molecules,

permitting, for example, hundreds of derivatives to be accessed around a single core

parent structure.

In contrast, synthesis in solid state chemistry has been much more limited.

Because of slow diffusion rates in solids, high temperatures and long reaction times are

typically required, resulting in thermodynamic products and little control of the reaction

pathway.! Working across the breadth of the periodic table, there are a wide variety of

coordination numbers and bonding motifs for each element that make it difficult to

predict the most stable of all possible extended structures.2 These constraints have

limited the compounds synthesized utilizing solid state reactions, for the most part, to

those that appear in equilibrium phase diagrams.
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For many applications, efforts are being extended to access new metastable

materials in order to enhance the properties. Thermoelectric materials are one example

where significant efforts have been made to develop synthetic schemes which add

complexity to traditional structures. Thermoelectric materials allow the interchange of

electrical energy and temperature gradients. The performance of a thermoelectric

material is denoted by the unitless figure of merit:

1-1

where T is the temperature, cr is the electrical conductivity, S is the Seebeck coefficient,

and K is the thermal conductivity. All of the properties contributing to the total

performance, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, and Seebeck coefficient, are

interrelated. Each property is dependant on the carrier concentration of the material. A

higher carrier concentration increases the electrical conductivity and thermal

conductivity, but decreases the Seebeck coefficient. Many structures have been found,

however, where the overall properties lead to an unusually large figure of merit. Bismuth

and lead tellurides, Skutterudites, half-Heusler alloys, and Clathrates are classes of

materials all receiving significant attention as thermoelectric materials due to their

unusually high thermoelectric efficiency.3-8

To improve these materials, recently efforts have focused on controlling the

nanostructure to further enhance their performance?' 9-11 Typically, this is achieved by

decreasing the thermal conductivity. The thermal conductivity can be broken down into

two components, the contribution from the electrical conductivity and the contribution

from the lattice. The lattice thermal conductivity is relatively independent of the other
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properties, allowing it to be optimized without significantly influencing the other

parameters. Over the past several years, most significant improvements to

thermoelectrics have resulted from decreases in the lattice thermal conductivity achieved

by introducing nanostructure into the material in order to more effectively scatter

phonons.

Nanostructured materials often exhibit poor stability, an undesirable property for

thermoelectric applications. The artificial structure typically reduces the entropy of the

system, and is lost if the sample heats even to moderate temperatures. By using naturally

nanostructured materials, the durability of the material will typically be improved by

mechanisms which stabilize the structure. There are currently several examples of this

including AgPbmSbTem+2 (LAST),9, 10 which forms nanodomains of AgSbTe in a PbTe

matrix where the +1 valence of the silver and +3 valence of the antimony group together

to form an average +2 valence balancing the -2 valence of tellurium. The properties of

these materials have been measured up to 700K and are among the most efficient

thermoelectric materials ever measured due to significantly decreased thermal

conductivity relative to PbTe.

While most attempts to identify promising thermoelectric materials have focused

on finding materials with promising electrical properties and then attempting to decrease

the thermal conductivity, much less work has been done trying to improve the electrical

properties ofthermally insulating materials. Nguyen et al. recently reported extremely

low thermal conductivity in turbostratically disordered tungsten diselenide. 12 However,

for a binary material parameters available to optimize the electrical properties are limited.
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Misfit layered compounds are a ternary class of materials where one would also expect

turbostratic disorder could be achieved through an appropriate synthetic route. A ternary

compound significantly increases the parameter space available for materials

optimization.

Misfit layered compounds compose another class of naturally nanostructured

materials. These compounds can be synthesized using traditional solid state methods,

and have been reported by several groups. Misfit layered compounds are a fascinating

class of material which form layered, alternating sheets composed of unrelated crystal

structures. Charge transfer, covalent bonding, and electrostatic interactions between

these layers all serve to drop the total energy of the system despite the decrease in

entropy.13-15 Surprisingly, there is only a single report on the thermoelectric properties of

a misfit layered compound.16

Misfit layered compounds consist of interpenetrating layers of rock salt and

transition metal dicha1cogenide (Figure 1.1). 17,18 These materials have the general

formula [(MX)I+Ii]m[TX2]n where M is typically Pb, Sn, Bi, or a rare earth metal, X is

either S, or Se, and T is traditionally Nb, V, Cr, Ta, or Ti, 0 denotes the degree of

mismatch between the two layers, and m and n represent the number of layers of each

component sandwiched between the other. Traditionally, m was restricted to 1, 1.5, or 2

and n to 1-4, with no combinations with both m and n greater than 1 reported. Ofthe

approximately 80 reported traditional misfit layered compounds, only 10 have m or n

greater than 1 and only 9 contain selenium as the cha1cogen component. 19-25
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Figure 1.1. Basic structure of the two components present in misfit layered compounds.
The MX component (top) by itself typically forms a fcc rocksalt structure, which
becomes dist0l1ed in the misfit layered compound. The TX2 component (bottom) forms
hexagonal sheets, where the in-plane structure is shown on the left and the stacking
structure is shown on the right.

The term misfit arises from the non-periodic relationship between the two

components along at least one axis (Figure 1.2). The majority of misfit layered

compounds are incommensurate along the a-axis, sharing a common b-component.

Although the transition metal dichalcogenides are usually reported with a hexagonal unit

cell, misfit layered compounds typically report each material with a tetragonal basis as a
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result of this relationship. The ab-plane of rock salt component also deviates from its

bulk analogues, similarly forming a tetragonal basis due to a slight distortion where the a-

lattice parameter is slightly larger than the b-lattice parameter. The degree of the

mismatch, 8, is related to the atomic tiling densities within the plane formed by each

component. 8 is determined by calculating the number of atoms within a giving area in

each component plane and then normalizing to 1. Normally, 8 ranges from 0.08 to 0.28.

Typically, the ratio of al/aZ is irrational, making it difficult to define a supercell to

accurately describe the structure. Only a few reports have been made where a supercell

was determined?6 Instead, typically superspace theory is used to describe a four-

dimensional unit cell.

q
layer

h
layer

Figure 1.2. Illustration of the two interpenetrating crystal systems present in misfit
layered compounds and the commonly matched (b and c) and mismatched (a) axes.
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The c-axes of the two components in misfit layered compounds are typically

equal, depending on the polytype and the angle between the in-plane and cross plane

lattice structure. There are instances such as (HOS)123NbS2 where the angles ~ for the

two components are slightly different, leading to diverging c-axes.27 There are also

different polytypes similar to behavior observed in bulk transition metal dichalcogenides,

where positions of atoms are mirrored in different sequences from layer to layer, leading

to a larger unit cell. Similar effects can occur in both the rock salt block and in the

transition metal dichalcogenide in misfit layered compounds. Diverging c-axes and

various stacking sequences lead to a general relation of the form:

CI sin /31 =n . c2 sin /32

where n is an integer indicating the polytype, c is the c-Iattice parameters of each

component, and ~ is the angle between the band c axes in the unit cell. To determine the

true value of c and ~, off axis diffraction data are necessary where systematic absences

can be used to identify the symmetry. Figure 1.3 illustrates the basic layered structure

observed in misfit layered compounds. Within the transition metal dichalcogenide layer,

the coordination of the metal is typically either trigonal prismatic or octahedral. The rock

salt subunit forms a distorted NaCI structure. The MX planes buckle, with the M atoms

distorting towards the TX2 plane due to coordination of the metal in the rock salt with the

chalcogen in the TX2layer. Similarly, the Se in the rock salt is repulsed by the negative

partial charge present the outer planes of the dichalcogenide.
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MX layer

TX2 1ayer

Figure 1.3. Cartoon illustrating the basic stacking structure for misfit layered compounds.
dichalcogenide.

Interestingly, many ofthese materials are thermodynamically stable relative to the

phase separated mixture ofthe two components. Bulk amounts have been prepared using

traditional solid state reactions. Typically, appropriate ratios of the MX and TX2

components are ground together and then placed in quartz ampoules and heated to

temperatures around 9000 C for about 7 days. Single crystals have been isolated using

vapor transport mechanisms.

The remarkable stab ility of these materials is generally attri buted to charge

transfer between the two components stabilizing the layered structure over a generally

preferred phase separated material. 13
, 15 This explanation has always been generally

accepted where M = Bi, and rare earth metals, but was questioned where M was Pb or Sn,

where a full valence band is expected in the MX component. However, FT-Raman and

UV-IR spectroscopy have indicated charge transfer in these materials results from the
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transition metal substituting into the rock salt, leading to charge transfer between the

layers. 14,28 Because of this, these materials are often viewed as being analogous to

intercalated transition metal dichalcogenides, with the rock salt serving as the intercalant.

Because the interlayer bonding is significantly weaker than the intralayer

bonding, it has generally been assumed that the physical properties of misfit layered

compounds should be related to those of the parent materials. Electrically, a rigid band

formalism is typically applied to these materials,29 meaning that the band energies are

assumed to be the same as in the parent transition metal dichalcogenide, and the only

change is the band filling resulting from the charge transfer from the rock salt layer.

However, it is not obvious that this assumption is accurate, as significant changes in

bonding result from the interpenetrating structure.

Electrically, misfit layered compounds can be either metallic or semiconducting

depending on the components. It is believed that conduction occurs primarily in the

transition metal dichalcogenide layer, 18 such that the conduction type is primarily related

to the nature of this component. For T = Nb, Ta, or Ti, metallic behavior is observed

whereas semiconducting behavior occurs where T = V or Cr. Superconductivity has been

observed in NbX2 misfit layered compounds.30
-
33 To date, the extent of the work done on

misfit layered compounds has focused on materials that are thermodynamically stable.

The primary synthetic parameters reported are composition, temperature, and time.

Because of the long diffusion distances involved in these reactions, temperatures and

times are necessarily high. This significantly limits the compounds that can be targeted.
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In this dissertation, we describe a method to synthesize entire families of misfit

layered compounds by creating an elementally layered precursor designed to target each

individual compound (Figure 1.4). In Chapter II, a brief overview of significant

experimental methods used in the synthesis and characterization of these materials will be

given. Chapter III provides a detailed explanation of the strategy used to design and

calibrate the precursors targeting specific compounds. In Chapter IV, the structure of

these materials will be examined and how the local structure is influenced by the

nanostructure. Finally, in Chapter V, we will explore the physical properties of these

materials as a function of structure.

Many individuals have contributed to the advancements reported in this

dissertation. Undergraduates Scott Duncombe and Ryan Tappel assisted with the

preparation of many of the precursor films, and undergraduate Sara Tepfer assisted with

a detailed annealing study monitoring the evolution of the films using x-ray diffraction.

Diplom Thesis student Raimar Rostek contributed by assisting with the preparation of

films and x-ray diffraction work. These results are reported in Chapter III. Paul Zscahck

at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Lab facilitated significant resources

at the Advanced Photon Source and provided significant insight into both experiments

and interpretation of data. Ian Anderson at the National Institute of Standards and

Technology along with Michael Anderson from the University of Oregon collected the

transmission electron microscopy presented in this chapter, and also provided input into

their interpretation. Diplom Thesis student Raimar Rostek from the University of

Freiburg assisted with the preparation and analysis of many of the samples presented
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here. Undergraduates Sara Tepfer, Scott Duncombe, Ryan Tapfel, and Bram van Cleave

assisted with collection of diffraction data. These data are reported in Chapter IV.

Professor David Cahill and Catalin Chiretescu at the University of Illinois at Urbana

Champaign performed the thermal conductivity measurements presented in this chapter.

Graduate student Clay Mortensen designed and assembled the annealing system

described in this chapter. Diplom student Raimar Rostek from the University ofFreiburg

assisted with design and assembly of the electrical measurement system, as well as with

the measurement of several samples. Undergraduate Sara Tepfer assisted with many of

the electrical measurements. These contributions are included in Chapter V.

The work presented in this dissertation contributes considerably to the

understanding of misfit layered compounds prepared by elementally modulated

precursors, including the influence of this synthetic approach on the structure of these

compounds. This approach has allowed much more flexibility in the structure of these

materials than has been previously reported, where the structure can be rationally

changed through the precursor. This has allowed a detailed study of the influence of the

nanostructure on the local structure in these compounds, as well as a systematic study of

the influence of the nanostructure on the properties.
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CHAPTER II

METHODS

ILL Synthesis

Films are synthesized in a custom physical vapor deposition chamber by

evaporating elemental sources (Figure ILl). Selenium and tellurium are evaporated using

effusion cells, and all other materials are evaporated using electron beam guns. A

multistage pumping system consisting of a rough pump, turbo pump, and cryopump is

used to bring the pressure into an acceptable range for deposition, typically on the order

of 10-7 torr. A synthesis strategy referred to as modulated elemental reactants is

employed to synthesize precursor materials which, upon low temperature annealing,

crystallize into the targeted compound assuming all the components have been properly

calibrated. Substrates are attached to a rotating carousel which rotates samples between

elemental sources. A shutter opens for a specified time, allowing the vapor to condense

onto substrate left at ambient temperature. After the designated time, the shutter closes,

and the carousel rotates the substrate to the next source, where the process is repeated.

The rate of deposition is monitored on quartz crystal microbalances located in close

proximity to the substrates. A feed through leads to each microbalance, allowing the

deposition rate to be constantly monitored, even when the
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Figure II.I. Schematic of the evaporation chamber used to deposit elemental precursors.
The chamber consists of six evaporation sources, each covered by a shutter used to
control the amount of material deposited. A feed through leads to a quartz crystal
balance located near the sample location allowing the deposition rate to be monitored in
situ. A carousel rotates samples between sources, allowing sequential deposition of the
different sources.
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shutter is closed. Because tooling factors are not determined, the rate reported is

arbitrary, such that shutter times must be calibrated.

When synthesizing misfit layered compounds, the calibration process can be

broken up into two steps: calibration of the stoichiometry ofthe binary components

followed by calibration of the absolute amount of material deposited in a single

deposition cycle. The first step utilizes electron probe microanalysis to quantify atomic

ratios. In the second step, X-ray reflectivity and diffraction are used to examine the

absolute amount deposited and the corresponding crystal structure resulting. Because the

absolute amount of material required to form a single layer is typically not a precisely

known quantity, the high angle diffraction data allows qualitative feedback to the

conditions which lead to optimal crystallinity. An initial approximation can be

determined based on the in-plane lattice dimensions of the individual components. When

a system is properly calibrated, there should be a 1:1 ratio ofM:X and a 1:2 ratio ofT:X

in the binary systems. It can generally be assumed that the thickness ratios leading to

these compositions hold as total thickness is varied, at least over the small working range

typically explored.

11.2. Structural Characterization

11.2.1. X-ray Diffraction Techniques

X-ray diffraction is the primary tool used to characterize the structural properties

ofcompounds reported in this work. X-ray diffraction has many advantages over other

techniques. It provides information about the average structure that is representative for
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the entire cross section exposed to the x-ray beam. Additionally, it is a nondestructive

technique allowing the structure to be characterized without sacrificing future studies on

the same sample. Samples can also be measured in atmospheric conditions, without any

preparation alleviating concerns about structural damage that can occur during sample

preparation and allowing rapid analysis of samples.

When x-rays penetrate matter, they interact with the electrons in the atoms and are

scattered. When a regularly repeating electron density profile is present, an interference

pattern develops as a function of the angle ofthe beam relative to the atomic planes as a

result of the difference in the distance travelled for photons scattering off differing

planes. The angles at which completely constructive interference occurs allow the

distances of regularly spaced atomic planes to be calculated using Bragg's law (Figure

11.2). When the difference in the distance traveled by photons scattering from different

planes is an integer multiple ofthe wavelength, the x-rays will interact constructively,

and increased intensity is observed at the detector. Bragg's law can be easily derived

from the geometry shown in Figure 11.2:

nA =2dsin e

where n is the order of the reflection (an integer), Ais the wavelength ofthe x-ray, d is

the spacing ofthe crystal planes, and 8 is the angle of the incident beam, or perhaps more

appropriately, half of the angle 28, which is the angle between the detector and the

incident beam.

By changing the geometry ofthe experiment, several techniques were utilized to

characterize structures in this thesis. These include Bragg-Brentano diffraction, x-ray
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reflectivity, rocking curve analysis, in-plane grazing incidence, and k~space mapping. A

briefdescription of each geometry will be given here.

The Bragg-Brentano geometry is a commonly used technique where the angle

between the sample and the x-ray source is held equal to half the angle between the

source and the detector. In the case of the compounds reported in this dissertation,

samples typically have a preferred orientation, such that scanning perpendicular to the

plane of the sample results in diffraction only from the 001 diffracting planes. Because

of the highly textured films, the Bragg-Brentano geometry is necessary to maintain a

diffracting geometry between the 001 planes.

The thickness ofthe film as well as the multilayer structure are characterized

utilizing x-ray reflectivity. X-ray reflectivity is conducted in the Bragg-Brentano

geometry at low angles in order to look at specular reflections occurring at a structures

Figure 11.2. Illustration of the scattering of x-rays by planes of atoms, and the basic
derivation of Bragg's Law from the angular dependence of the extra distance photons
travel when scattering from different planes.
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interfaces. At low angles, sample alignment is critical, so it is necessary with each

sample to perform a rigorous alignment to accurately set the height and angle of the

sample relative to the beam. This alignment procedure consists of iteratively scanning

the height of the sample and determining where the sample cuts the beam in half,

followed by a rocking curve scan where the angle 8 resulting in maximum intensity is set

to be half of 2-8. Once aligned, scans are started at 0° 28 where the direct beam is

observed. Initially, a decrease in intensity is observed until the detector is out ofthe

direct beam, after which an increase in intensity begins as the width of the beam narrows

and more reflects off the sample. Once the entire beam is on the sample, the intensity

remains constant until the beam begins to penetrate into the sample. This occurs where

the refracted beam travels parallel to the surface of the film (where fh is 90°). This angle

can be calculated using Snell's law:

II-2

This angle is referred to as the critical angle, and can be used to calculate the electron

density of the film, and, if the composition is known, the physical density as well.

Experimentally, this angle can also be measured at the right side of the full width at half

maximum ofthe total reflection peak. In the case where the film is less dense than the

substrate, a second critical angle will be evident, where the second critical angle

corresponds to the substrate. In cases where the film is optically more dense than the

substrate, the critical angle of the substrate is already passed once the beam begins to

penetrate into the film, and is therefore not observed.
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Once the beam begins to penetrate into the sample, the intensity decreases and

interference fringes from back and front surface reflections appear, known as Kiessig

fringes. These can be used to calculate the thickness ofthe film using Bragg's law,

where the extra distance traveled in the film is corrected for refraction. l

11-3

If the film is more optically dense than the substrate, a phase shift occurs at the film

substrate interface, and the fringes will have half integer indices, n + Yz.Z

For multilayers, the same characterization is valid. In addition, 001 Bragg

reflections occur in the low angle region. Figure 11.3 shows the reflectivity pattern for the

precursor targeting [(BiSe)lloJJ(NbSez)s. The small maxima are Kiessig fringes resulting

from the interference from the front and back surfaces of the film and the larger peaks are

Bragg reflections resulting from the layered structure. The optical density is taken to be

the average ofthe alternating components. The number ofKiessig fringes between each

Bragg peak is equal to R-2, where R is the number ofmultilayer repeats in the film. The

intensity of the Bragg peaks is related to the relative thickness of the two components,

which can be modeled as a one-dimensional crystal. It can be readily shown that for:

11-4

where p is an integer, the structure factor will equal zero, and no intensity will be

observed. Figure 11.4 shows the reflectivity pattern for [(PbSe)10oh(MoSeZ)3. Due to the
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Figure II.3. Reflectivity pattern for precursor targeting [(BiSe)uoh(NbSe2)s. The
smaller fringes provide information about the total thickness of the film, while the larger
peaks provide information about the multilayer thickness.
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Figure 11.4. Reflectivity pattern for [(PbSe)1.ooh(MoSe2)3. Due to the similar sizes of the
PbSe and MoSe2 components, the even ordered Bragg reflections are significantly
surpressed.
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comparable size of the PbSe and MoSez components, the even order Bragg peaks are

greatly suppressed.

Rocking curve analysis is used to characterize the preferred orientation of the

crystallites in a film. It is performed by setting the detector to a Bragg angle and then

scanning the angle of the sample relative to the incident beam. As the angle of the

sample is changed, the intensity observed will vary depending on the distribution of

crystallites in a diffracting orientation at each angle. For a powder sample where all

crystallites are randomly oriented, this will lead to a constant intensity. However, when

there is preferred orientation, a peak will be observed at the position of the average

orientation of the crystallites, and the peak width provides information about the degree

of preferred orientation.

Another result of preferred orientation is diffraction peaks that will not be

observed in a one dimensional scan because the diffracting planes are not perpendicular

to the plane created by the incident beam, sample, and detector. In order for these peaks

to be observed, maps of reciprocal space must be collected. If the basic crystal structure

is known, then the angles for chi, phi, theta, and 2-theta can be predicted, and only small

regions need be scanned. If the structure is not well known, then it is often necessary to

map entire regions ofk-space. This process can be greatly simplified by use of an area

detector or image plate, where large sections ofk-space can be captured in a single

image.

The in-plane structure of an 001 oriented sample can only be collected using in

plane grazing incidence diffraction. This is performed by setting the incident beam to a
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small angle relative to the sample (typically around 0.5°) and scanning the detector in the

plane of the sample. As a result of the sample tilt, the detector is technically straight

behind the sample, blocking the majority of the photons. To circumvent this, the slits of

the detector are opened wide (around 15 mm) allowing the detector to collect the full

width of the hkO peaks in the 001 direction, part ofwhich is not directly behind the

sample.

For compounds reported in this thesis, the off-axis and in-plane reflections were

much weaker than the 001 reflections, such that laboratory diffractometers lacked

sufficient intensity to collect these patterns in a reasonable amount of time. For this

reason, k-space maps and in-plane grazing incidence scans were collected using

synchrotron radiation at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Lab. This

provided 106 more photon flux than laboratory instruments.

II.2.2. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

While diffraction is useful for examining the average structure of a material, it is

less useful for determining the local contributions to that average structure. Electron

microscopy serves as a complimentary tool for exploring more localized structural

features. It is also often more desirable for non-specialists, as it provides a more direct

visual of structural features present.

TEM is conducted by accelerating electrons through a sample and observing the

electrons that are transmitted. TEM can be conducted in either bright field or dark field

mode, similar to optical microscopy. In addition, experiments can be performed
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using either imaging or scanning modes. In imaging mode, the electrons travel in

parallel beam, and the entire image is collected at once. This is advantageous as beam

drift can be less problematic since the entire image is collected at once. It also in theory

provides better resolution. In scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), the

beam is focused into a convergent beam which is scanned across the specimen. The

advantage of this mode is that it provides z-contrast, allowing different elements to be

more readily distinguished.

For samples to be examined by TEM, it is necessary to have a very thin specimen

because electrons must be able to travel through the sample. Typically, specimens must

be on the order of 100-200 nm thin. This necessitates special preparation, especially if

cross-sections are to be viewed. This step is of especial import because the crystal

structure of these films is easily damaged, and it is common for the structure to be

modified during the preparation. In this work, cross-sections were prepared using the

small angle cleavage technique.3 In this technique, the back silicon substrate is thinned to

about 50 Ilm by grinding with 180 grit silicon carbide. The grinding is done at an angle

of about 17° from the 100 plane ofthe silicon substrate. After thinning the substrate,

deeper trenches are scoured into the silicon again at 17° using a fine diamond tipped

scribe. Several of these deeper scouring marks are made about 2 mm apart, after which

the silicon is broken along these scours. The silicon is then again broken along the 100

planes, which should provide a very fine tip. This tip is then mounted onto a TEM grid

and further thinned using a focused ion beam until electron transparency is achieved.
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11.2.3. Electron Probe Microanalysis (EPMA)

Electron probe techniques are extremely useful due to the many events that occur

when electrons interact with a material. These include elastic and inelastic scattering,

backscattering, secondary and Auger electron emission, x-ray emission, and

cathodoluminescence. In EPMA, the emitted x-rays are measured. The energy of these

x-rays provide information about the elemental species present in the film, and the

intensities can be used to quantitatively determine composition.

X-rays emitted upon exposure of a speciment to an electron beam results from

ejection of core shell electrons where the energy of the electron beam is greater than the

binding energy of the electron, followed by an outer shell electron falling to fill the

vacancy. The energy of the emitted x-ray corresponds to the energy of this transition,

and the intensity to the composition. To quantitatively determine elemental composition,

the absolute intensities must be corrected for geometry and matrix effects.

Traditionally, this technique has been used for the measurement of bulk samples

due to the penetration depth of the measurement. However, a method was developed by

Donovan et al. that allows it to be utilized for the analysis of thin films. 4 This is

accomplished by measuring x-ray intensities emitted from increasing electron

accelerating voltages. As the accelerating voltage is increased, the electrons penetrate

further into the substrate and less excitation events occur within the film, leading to a

decrease in the signal. The intensities can be fit to predicted values based on absorption

efficiencies and other matrix corrections, allowing quantitative determination ofthe film

composition using StrataGEM,5 a thin film software program that calculates the relative
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signal expected from the film and the substrate as a function of accelerating voltage,

yields the composition of the films.

I1.3. Electrical Characterization

I1.3.!. Van der Pauw Resistivity and Hall

Resistivity and Hall measurements were set up using the van der Pauw geometry.

In the van der Pauw method, four contacts are made to the sample.6
,7 Current is driven

between two neighboring contacts, and the voltage measured across the other two. All

eight possible combinations are measured (Figure II.5), and the resistivity is then

calculated using the equation:

(
-"RAE'CDd ) (-"RBC,DAd)

e P +e P =1 11-5

The resistivity cannot be directly solved from this relation, but can be approximated using

Newton's Method.

lTd RAB,CD + RBC,DA

P = In2 2 f 11-6

The valuef is related to the ratio ofRAB,Co/RBC,DA. An initial approximation for fis taken

where the horizontal and vertical resistances are equal (RAB,CD= RBc,DA), and then solved

for iteratively by repeating this process.

While the resistivity can theoretically be calculated for any continuous, arbitrary

shape with constant composition so long as the contacts are small and located at the edge

of the sample, achieving these conditions is difficult experimentally. For this reason and
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to ensure reliable measurements, a roman cross geometry is used.8 The symmetrical

geometry gives uniform current injection into the active measurement area (the center of

the cross). Using this geometry,jis close to one, and the van der Pauw calculation

becomes an extra precaution rather than a necessity.

The Hall coefficient can be calculated using the same measurement setup with the

addition of a magnetic field. In this case, a current and voltage are measured across

opposite leads rather than adjacent (Figure II.6). In the presence of a magnetic field, as

carriers move through the sample they are subjected to a Lorentz force perpendicular to

Figure II.5. Eight lead combinations (the other four are reversed current of the four
depicted) used for van der Pauw Resistivity measurements.
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the direction of motion and the applied field. The direction of the force can be

determined using the right hand rule for electrons and left hand rule for holes (in each

case assuming the direction of current is the direction of movement of the charge carrier).

The Hall coefficient is related to the Hall voltage by the relation:

R _ VHd
H - IB

where RH is the Hall coefficient, VH is the Hall voltage (typically the actual voltage

measured in the experiment), d is the sample thickness, I is the current, and B is the

magnetic field. Perhaps more importantly, the Hall voltage is related to the carrier

concentration:

V
_ IB

H -
ned

11-7

11-8

where n is the carrier concentration and e is the carrier charge. By measuring both the

hall voltage and the resistivity, the mobility of the carriers can also be determined.

2

Figure 11.6. Four lead combinations (other two are reversed current of the two depicted)
used for van der Pauw Hall measurements.
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Experimentally, samples are mounted onto a copper base and clamped down with

a polycarbonate plate. Copper wire contacts are fed through holes in the polycarbonate

plate patterned to match the sample dimensions. The various combinations are switched

utilizing a Keithley 706 scanner equipped with a 7052 matrix card. The current is

sourced with a Keithley 220 programmable current source and the voltage is measured

with a Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeter. Current is measured using a Keithley 485

picoammeter to ensure there is no significant current leakage. For Hall measurements,

the magnetic field is provided by a Varian V-7405 electromagnet. The field is measured

using a calibrated transverse hall generator from Lakeshore.

II.3.2. Seebeck

The Seebeck effect is the voltage generated by any material when a temperature

gradient is applied across the material. There are two commonly confused terms with

respect to the Seebeck effect, the absolute Seebeck effect (ASE) and the relative Seebeck

effect (RSE). The absolute Seebeck effect is the voltage generated by any isolated

material, whereas the relative Seebeck effect arises due to the difference between the

absolute Seebeck voltage of two different materials in direct contact with one another.

Because the absolute Seebeck coefficient only exists for an isolated material, the only

way to measure it would be to contact it with a superconductor, because the absolute

Seebeck coefficient of the superconductor is zero. It is therefore far more common to

measure the relative Seebeck coefficient. The absolute Seebeck coefficient can then be

extracted from the relative Seebeck coefficient by the relation that:
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11-9

where aA and aB are the absolute Seebeck coefficients of the individual components and

dEAB
~ is equal to the relative Seebeck effect which can be directly measured. It is

important to note that the relative Seebeck effect is not related to the contact potentials of

the components, but only to the temperature gradient.

Two primary methods exist for measuring the Seebeck effect, the differential and

integral methods.9
-
1

I In the differential method, a constant temperature gradient is

established and the resulting Seebeck voltage measured. A second measurement is then

performed with no temperature gradient to establish the voltage offset from the

instrument. In the integral method, one side ofthe sample is held at a constant

temperature, and the second temperature is swept within a small range and the slope of

the voltage yields the relative Seebeck coefficient.

In this work, the integral method was employed with a slight alteration; no active

measures were taken to ensure that one end was held constant, but rather it was simply

left at ambient conditions. Figure II.? shows the setup used. Two peltier coolers are

mounted to a base plate. The first cools one side of the sample while the second is held at

ambient conditions and simply acts as a spacer. An aluminum plate is mounted on top of

each peltier cooler, serving as a thermal conduction layer and stage for the sample to be

mounted. Wax paper serves as an electrical insulating barrier that still allows significant

thermal conduction between the aluminum plates and the sample. The sample is mounted

face down, and contact is made by type T thermocouples that pass through an electrical
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feed through in each aluminum plate. This brings the temperature of the leads to near

that of the sample surface, minimizing thermal gradients across the bead of the

thermocouple junction. The thermocouple contacts serve both to measure the

temperature gradient across the sample as well as the voltage leads. Figure II.8 shows the

wiring schematic used. Each set of thermocouple wires is measured on individual

channels in a switching card, and then the voltage between the copper leads is measured

on a third channel and the constantan on a fourth.

A custom Labview program controls the measurement procedure. For the

measurement, one side ofthe sample is cooled by the peltier cooler for 30 seconds, and

then the gradient is allowed to decrease as the sample warms back to room temperature.

The disadvantage of this method is that not all measurements occur simultaneously

because channels must be switched. When measurements are taken during both the

cooling and heating cycle, a slight hysteresis is observed resulting from the change in the

rate of temperature change during the switching process. This influence is avoided by

making the measurement only during the warming cycle, and waiting enough time after

the cooling cycle to avoid these effects. The accuracy was examined by comparing to the

results of a static measurement, where the sample is allowed to reach steady state at each

point before the measurement was made (Figure II.9). When only the warming cycle is

used, good agreement is observed between the dynamic and static measurements, which

is significant due to the dynamic measurements only require approximately 5 minutes

compared to 45 for the static measurements.
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A sheet of nickel was also measured to check the accuracy of the measurement

setup. The measurement was repeated several times in order to verify the repeatability of

the system. Figure II.l 0 shows the data plots collected on both the copper and constantan

leads. The system showed excellent repeatability for each set of leads. The measured

value of -21.5 ).lV/K also agrees reasonably well with the tabulated Seebeck coefficient

for Nickel of 19.5 ).lV/K 12
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Figure 11.9. Comparison of dynamic and static Seebeck measurements. While there is
some deviation during the cooling cycle, the warming cycle of the dynamic measurement
traced the static measurement quite precisely.
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leads. The Seebeck coefficient determined for nickel was also in good agreement with
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CHAPTER III

DESIGNING AND CALIBRATING PRECURSORS FOR

TRAPPING METASTABLE FAMILIES OF

NlISFIT LAYERED CONIPOUNDS

This chapter reports the strategy used for designing precursors allowing the

synthesis of entire families of misfit layered compounds. By creating a precursor with a

modulation length scale comparable to a desired product, diffusion lengths are short

enough that gentle annealing allows formation of the product without driving it to a more

thermodynamically stable state. The generality of this strategy is demonstrated through

the successful application in synthesizing both [(BiSe)1.1o]m(NbSe2)n and

[(PbSe)Joo]m(MoSe2)n families of misfit layered compounds. A calibration process is

demonstrated that enables the systematic preparation of precursors for an extensive

number of family members. The evolution of the precursor into the targeted product is

studied by x-ray diffraction.

Several individuals contributed to this work. Undergraduates Scott Duncombe

and Ryan Tappel assisted with the preparation of many of the precursor films, and

undergraduate Sara Tepfer assisted with a detailed annealing study monitoring the
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evolution of the films using x-ray diffraction. Diplom Thesis student Raimar Rostek

contributed by assisting with the preparation of films and x-ray diffraction work.

IlL I. Precursor Design

In molecular chemistry, the process of designing and synthesizing new materials is

much more developed than that current state of solid state chemistry. Stable bonding

configurations can be readily predicted by general rules regarding valence states and

orbital overlap. A route to access a material can be determined by identifying precursors

with similar features and functionalities that are energetically favorable for transforming

into the targeted structure.

As was discussed in the introduction, solid state chemistry has had much more

limited success developing strategies for predicting and synthesizing new materials in a

rational manner. Recently, Cario et al. have explored the concept of building blocks and

has considered utilizing pure inorganic slabs with rock salt, fluorite and perovskite

structures as 2D building blocks (Figure III.1 ).1-5 They demonstrated the ability to design

and predict the structures and the compositions of new inorganic compounds through

novel combinations these 2D building blocks. This idea provides a new approach to the

field of structure prediction and helps the solid state chemist to rationally design new

inorganic compounds. Previously however, this approach was primarily restrained to

lattice matched materials and was limited in what compounds could be accessed. This is

due to the synthetic approach. In order to access entire families of compounds, a
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Figure III.l. 2-D building blocks suggested by Cario et al which can be assembled in
various stacking motifs to create novellayerd structures.

synthesis route must be realized which allows mild reaction conditions which are

necessary for isolating metastable compounds. The use of a precursor that is structurally

similar to the desired product provides a synthetic route to access families of misfit

layered compounds. If atomic positions and lengthscales are similar to the desired

product, short diffusion lengths allow solid state reactions to proceed under relatively

mild conditions.6
-
s By keeping reaction conditions mild, metastable compounds can be

trapped in local free energy minima dictated by the precursor as illustrated in Figure III.2.

II1.2. Calibration

A calibration must first be performed to determine deposition parameters for a

precursor material which will crystallize into the desired product upon low temperature

annealing. We initially designed the precursors based on structural features we

considered important to targeting a specific member of the [(MSe)l.oo]m(TSe2)n family,
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where M is Pb or Bi, and T is Nb or Mo. We explored whether elemental modulation

with a length scale comparable to the c-Iattice parameter of the target compound would

serve to template the repeating structure. Figure III.3 illustrates how we envisioned

various precursors targeting specific products. Within the repeating unit, we assumed

that the relative and absolute amounts of each element must correspond to the number of

atoms needed to form complete crystalline layers upon annealing. Too much or too little

material is present disrupts the desired structure by forming partial layers which

propagates as additionally layers are added.

To calibrate the binary components, alternating layers ofthe elements on the order

of 5 A in thickness are sequentially deposited until the total film thickness is around 500

A. A series of samples is made where the time one element is deposited is systematically

increased while the other is held constant (Figure IlIA). The resulting compositions are

then measured using EPMA. Figure III.5 shows composition data as a function of

relative shutter times for BiSe. Several bismuth selenide samples were made holding the

thickness of the selenium layer constant while systematically increasing the thickness of

the bismuth layer, followed by holding the bismuth constant and varying the selenium.

Atomic compositions were then determined using EPMA and the atomic composition

was plotted as a function ofthe thickness ratio to determine appropriate conditions to

yield the desired stoichiometry for the binary layer.9
, 10 It was verified that the atomic

ratios held for different thicknesses with identical thickness ratios, such that the

calibration could later be scaled so long as the appropriate ratio was maintained.

Niobium selenide was similarly calibrated. It was determined that a nominal thickness
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Figure m.2. Qualitative free energy landscape predicted for increasing the number of
atoms within the precursor modulation length. When the number of atoms present within
this length scale corresponds to the number of atoms necessary to form a complete
crystalline plane, a local free energy minimum should be present and will trap the
metastable compound upon low temperature annealing
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Figure I1L3. Cartoon depicting a generic precursor structure (left) targeting a specific
compound. When a system is properly calibrated, the number of repeating units in the
modulation lengthscale (p and q) should equal the number of crystalline layers in the
product (m and n). A specific case is shown on the right.
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ratio of 1:1.42 Bi:Se was necessary to produce a 1: I Bi:Se atomic ratio and a nominal

thickness ratio of 1:5.56 Nb:Se ratio was necessary to give a 1:2 Nb:Se atomic ratio.

A similar calibration was also performed for PbSe:MoSe. The binary calibration

for PbSe is shown in Figure III.6. While the fit does not appear to be comparable to that

observed in Figure IlLS, this is largely due to the range of thicknesses explored. In

Figure IlLS, the range spans a nominal thickness ratio of 0.4 to 2, compared to only 0.32

to 0.73 for Pb:Se. This indicates that in the smaller range the reproducibility limit of the

deposition chamber (or perhaps its user) is near its limit.

The composition of the annealed data indicates an interesting trend. Below a

nominal thickness ratio of 0.64 Pb:Se, the atomic ratio remains essentially constant at

0.96 Pb:Se. This indicates that the selenium rich edge to the PbSe phase space occurs at

this composition. Any selenium above this composition is not incorporated into the PbSe

crystal matrix evaporates out of the film upon annealing due to the relatively high vapor

pressure of selenium. Selenium bound to lead has a significantly lower vapor pressure at

4000 C, and thus remains in the film. Once the film becomes selenium deficient, then all

the selenium ends up bound to lead, and the atomic ratio trends with the pre-annealing

samples. Because of this, the precursors are typically prepared slightly selenium rich

(~5% atomic percent) both to provide some cushion for variations in the deposition

process and to compensate for potential selenium loss during the initial annealing stage

prior to complete crystallization.

After the deposition conditions necessary to achieve the correct composition

within each binary component is established, we next determine the thickness necessary
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Figure IlIA. Cartoon of a series of binary films where the amount of one element is
systematically increased relative to the other.
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Figure I1I.5. Plot of the Bi:Se atomic ratio vs Bi:Se thickness ratio. The atomic
composition is determined using electron probe microanalysis. As is expected, a linear
increase in the atomic ratio is observed with increasing thickness ratio.
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Figure III.6. Plot of the Pb:Se Atomic ratio vs the Pb:Se thickness ratio before and after
annealing. Prior to annealing, a linear relationship is observed similar to that observed
for Bi:Se. However, after annealing, there is no dependence on thickness ratio until the
films become Mo rich. When the films are Se rich, the excess evaporates out of the film
during the annealing process until a roughly 1: 1 ratio is reached.

for one deposited layer to form one crystalline layer, as illustrated in Figure III.3. To

accomplish this, low angle XRR is used to measure the thickness change of the binary

films upon annealing. By determining the total thickness of the films before and after

annealing, the densification of the film can be determined, allowing the layer thickness

necessary to form a single crystalline layer to be approximated.

Synthesis of the misfit layered compound is then accomplished based on the

deposition parameters determined in the binary calibration. For example,
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[(BiSe)l.Io]m(NbSez)n films were synthesized by depositing sequential layers of selenium

and bismuth layers followed by layers of selenium and niobium. The calibration

determined for the binary layers was used to determine the thickness ratios within each

binary layer, and the thickness of each layer is estimated from the total film thickness

divided by the number of cycles used to synthesize the binary films. However, no

information was available for achieving the appropriate atomic ratios between the binary

layers (the Bi:Nb ratio). This is accomplished by making a series of samples holding the

niobium selenium binary layer constant while systematically adding an additional layer

of bismuth and selenium within the other binary layer (Figure IlI.7). EPMA is again used

to monitor the atomic ratios. Appropriate calibration is achieved when the percent

bismuth normalized for the number of q layers (BiSe layers) is 1.1 times the percent

niobium normalized for the number of h (NbSez) layers. The ratio should be 1.1 due to

•
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Figure 111.7. Bi:Se-Mo:Se precursors targeting [(BiSe)llo]m(MoSez)nsamples where n is
held constant and m is increased from 1 to 3.
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the lattice mismatch between the q-layer and the h-layer.9
, 10 Unfortunately, the number

of rock salt bilayers or dichalchogenide trilayers present in the respective q and h-layers

is unknown until samples are prepared which form superlattices upon annealing.

Therefore, it was necessary to form a superlattice and determine the number of q and h

layers present before the calibration process can be fully optimized.

In order to optimize the calibration process, not only the right composition is

necessary, but also the correct absolute amount of material within the repeating unit to

form a single crystalline layer upon annealing. Once the relationship between relative

layer thickness and composition is established for the individual components, the

absolute amount of material to form a single crystallized bilayer of rock salt or trilayer of

transition metal dichalchogenide must be determined. To do this a series of samples was

prepared where the number of times a Pb/Se bilayer is deposited per repeating unit was

varied from 1 to 3 while holding the number of MoiSe bilayers constant at 1, followed by

a second series increasing the number of MoiSe bilayers deposited from 1 to 3 while

holding the number ofPb/Se bilayers constant at 1. The thickness of the repeating unit

deposited per cycle is measured using x-ray reflectometry, using either the Bragg

diffraction peaks resulting from the modulated nature of the precursor or the interference

pattern produced between the front and back of the film. PbSe has been reported to have

a c-lattice parameter between 0.6124 and 0.614 nm in the literature, and MoSe2 has been

reported with a c-lattice parameter of 1.2925 nm (corresponding to a polytype with two

Se-Mo-Se trilayers composing the unit cell), or a single Se-Mo-Se trilayer thickness of

0.6463 nm.ll
-
13 Initial target thicknesses of~ 0.67 and 0.70 nm were established for the
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two amorphous components, about 0.05 nm thicker than the binary components, as it was

expected that the amorphous phase would be slightly less dense than the desired

crystalline components.

In Figure III.8 we graph the measured layer thickness of different samples versus

the number ofPb/Se layers (p) in the repeating unit and versus the number ofMoiSe

layers (q) in the repeating unit. The squares represent multilayer thickness in samples

made using an initial estimate of the appropriate deposition conditions. From the plot

with increasing Pb-Se (p) layers, a thickness of 0.71 nm was determined from the slope

for the Pb-Se repeating unit, and 0.76 nm from the intercept for the Mo-Se repeating unit.

From the plot with increasing Mo-Se layers (q), a thickness of 0.75 nm was determined

from the intercept for the Pb-Se repeating unit and 0.71 nm from the slope for the Mo-Se

repeating unit. As expected, the slopes and intercepts of the two lines are in agreement.

After annealing, the thickness ofthe repeating unit is again measured and shown in

Figure III.8. In the series with increasing Mo-Se layers, a uniform increase in the c

lattice parameter of the misfit compound is observed of about 0.656 nm, which

corresponds well with the expected increase from a crystallized MoSe2 basal unit. The

intercept indicates a thickness of 0.607 nm for the Pb-Se unit, in good agreement with

thickness expected for two 100 planes ofPbSe in a rock salt structure. After annealing

the samples where the number ofPb-Se units was increased, however, the lattice

parameter of the misfit compound formed from the p:q = 3:1 sample corresponded to that

expected for [(PbSe)1.ooh.5[MoSe2h, indicating that 7100 planes ofPbSe formed when

three layers ofPb and Se were deposited. Decreasing the amount ofSe and Pb per
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bilayer deposited in a second thickness calibration results a direct I: I relationship of p to

m as p is increased.

III.3. Determination ofAnnealing Conditions

Optimal annealing conditions are determined simultaneously with the calibration

of the deposition parameters. High angle XRD and low angle XRR are the primary tools

used to determine appropriate annealing conditions. Figures III.9 and III.! 0 show low

and high angle diffraction data for a precursor reacting to form [(BiSe)l.loh(NbSe2k The

presence of Bragg reflections in the low angle XRR pattern confirms the artificially

layered structure of the precursor (Figure III.9). Upon deposition, most samples are

primarily amorphous and must be annealed for a crystalline structure to form. However,

small crystallites commonly observed as indicated by broad weak diffractions in the high

angle diffraction pattern shown in Figure IILl O. For the [(BiSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n system, it

was determined that optimal crystallization occurs annealing at 3500 C for 4 hours.

Above this temperature, selenium to rapidly evaporates. Annealing at 5000 C for 5 hours

destroys the sample, bismuth being the only crystalline phase remaining. Low angle XRR

also confirms an improvement in the smoothness of the interfaces up to 4000 C. At 5000

C the film quickly deteriorates and after 5 hours the film is so rough that essentially no

fringing is observed. Annealing at 3500 C for 4 hours has worked consistently for all

samples prepared.

Once the deposition parameters are optimized, any family member can be

synthesized by simply varying the number oftimes each component layer is deposited
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Figure III.9 Low angle XRR as a function of annealing temperature for
[(BiSe)I.IOMNbSe2)4.
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between the other. Figure 111.11 contains diffraction patterns of samples prepared by

depositing p = q = 1-5 and annealing at 500° C, showing that each of these compounds

can be accessed by preparing the appropriate precursor. Figure III.12 shows the change

in lattice parameter for three of these compounds along with the composition measured

by EPMA, demonstrating a regular change in the lattice parameter simultaneous with a

constant composition. This emphasizes that the composition does not dictate the

structure, but rather the modulation lengthscale of the precursor.

This procedure allows for the rational synthesis of films with controlled

composition and structure, and should also allow more complicated stacking sequences to

be made including non-repeating stacks. Table 111.1 contains the lattice parameters

obtained for several family members, and shows the variation observed due to the slight

variations of the parameters used to prepare the precursors.

lIlA. Reaction Mechanism

In order to explore the mechanism of the precursor reacting to product, a detailed

annealing study was conducted on two samples, [(PbSe)l.ooh[MoSe2h and

[(PbSe)l.ooh[MoSe2h. They were annealed in a nitrogen dry box in 50° C increments up

to 600° C for 30 minutes at each temperature. Diffraction data were collected following

each annealing step. Figure III.13 shows the diffraction scans obtained on the

[(PbSe)l.ooh[MoSe2h sample. For both samples, small crystallites are evident before any

annealing. As the temperature is increased, there is little change in the c-Iattice

parameter, although the intensity of the reflections increases significantly with increased
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Figure III.II. High angle diffraction patterns where the layering structure was
systematically changed for [(PbSe)100]m(MoSe2)n.
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m n c-lattice (nm) m n c-lattice (nm)

1 1 1.259 2 1 1.872
1 1 1.273 2 1 1.857
1 1 1.270 2 2 2.531
1 2 1.9203 2 3 3.182
1 2 1.921 2 4- 3.834
1 2 1.913 2 4 3.84
1 2 1.92 2 5 4.496
1 3 2.5993 3 1 2.49
1 3 2.549 3 1 3.202
1 3 2.59 3 1 2.481
1 3 2.58 3 1 2.49
1 4 3.26 3 1 2.471
1 4 3.202 3 1 2.465
1 5 3.92 3 1 2.479
1 5 3.873 3 1 2.473
1 5 3.92 3 1 2.479
1 5 3.9 3 3 3.82
1 5 3.873 3 3 3.798
1 5 3.873 4 1 3.05
1 5 3.86 4 1 3.09
1 5 3.88 4 4 5.04
1 5 3.865 4.5 1 3.42
2 1 1.877 5 1 3.72
2 1 1.88 5 1 3.64
2 1 1.861 5 5 6.32
2 1 1.855 6 6 7.65

Table JIlL 1. Lattice parameters for 50 [(PbSe)l.oo]m[MoSe2]n compounds. The
uncertainty of the lattice parameters is 1 in the last decimal place.
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annealing temperature, indicating increasing crystallinity within the film. There is a

sharp increase in peak intensity observed when the annealing temperature is increased

from 4000 C to 5000 C for both samples, indicating much more rapid growth of

crystallites within this range. Above this temperature for the m = n = 1 sample, the

diffraction signal decreases from the superlattice peaks as the superstructure is destroyed

and the constituents phase separate. Interestingly, in m = n = 3, the intensity continues to

increase though 6000 C, indicating a more kinetically stable structure than the m = n = 1.

This is somewhat surprising, as thermodynamic misfits prepared from high temperature

annealing of the elements always form the m = n = 1 compound for this composition.

During the annealing process, the peak widths remain relatively constant up to 4500

C. Above this temperature, the preferred alignment within the film begins to increase

dramatically, and the full width at half maxima decreases from 3.80 down to a minimum

of 0.13 0 for the 006 reflection in [(PbSe)l.ooh[MoSe2h and from 4.60 to 1.5 0 for the 003

reflection in [(PbSe)I.ooh[MoSe2]1 as shown in Figures III.14. This indicates initial

growth of the crystallites where the degree of preferred orientation remains unchanged.

Subsequent growth continues primarily parallel to the substrate. Such behavior is

commonly observed in layered materials because ofthe anisotropy of the crystal

structures resulting in different free energies for different crystallographic facets. 14 Due

to the artificial layering, crystallites that are growing in directions other than parallel to

the layering intersect with other grains sooner than those growing parallel, limiting the

extent of their growth. 15 The net result is the formation of a highly textured film, with the

c-axis perpendicular to the substrate.
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III.5. Summary

A synthetic strategy has been demonstrated for misfit layered compounds using

elementally modulated precursors to target specific compounds. The important

parameters for this precursor include the composition and the absolute number of atoms

within the repeating unit. Ifthere are too many or too few atoms, it will result in the

formation of incomplete layers which will disrupt the long range layering structure and

propagate as more layers are added. The precursor is calibrated by creating

systematically varied series of samples and then using EPMA, XRR, and XRD to

determine the deposition parameters necessary to meet these criteria. Low temperature

annealing allows the precursors to self assemble into the targeted crystallized structures.

III.6. Bridge

The ability to systematically prepare entire families of misfit layered compounds

provides an exciting opportunity to study the structures of these families. Because these

compounds are prepared through a low temperature synthesis, it would not be surprising

if the parent compounds exhibited structural differences compared to those previously

prepared by bulk techniques. Also, the interpenetrating nature of these structures provide

a fascinating opportunity to explore the interplay of the components as the relative

thickness of each unit is varied. These materials provide an exciting platform to study the

influence of charge transfer, interface density, and lattice strain on the local structure and

how this varies with nanostructure.
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CHAPTER IV

STRUCTURES OF FAMILIES OF METASTABLE MISFIT

LAYERED COMPOUNDS PREPARED FROM

ELENIENTALLY MODULATED

PRECURSORS

This chapter reports the structural details of misfit layered compounds prepared

using elementally modulated precursors, which will be compared to the structures ofbulk

compounds prepared using conventional syntheses. The focus will be primarily on the

[(PbSe)I.oo]m(MoSe2)n family of compounds. These materials form alternating layers of

highly oriented PbSe and MoSe2 crystals with atomically abrupt interfaces present

between the components. The layers are turbostratically disordered in relationship to one

another, with no epitaxy present. This confines the domain size of the PbSe constituent

to the number of 00 1 PbSe sheets present between MoSe2 layers. MoSe2 shows

turbostratic disorder within the transition metal dichalcogenide repeating unit, leading

primarily to domains which are a single Se-Mo-Se layer thick. The PbSe and MoSe2

have independent lattice parameters in the plane which remain unchanged as the

thickness of each component in increased along the c-axis, indicating no strain present

between layers. The in-plane domain sizes are significantly larger than the cross-plane,
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but are still quite small, on the order of 10 nm for the PbSe component and 4 nm for the

MoSe2 component.

The research conducted in this chapter was assisted by many individuals. Paul

Zscahck at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Lab facilitated significant

resources at the Advanced Photon Source and provided significant insight into both

experiments and interpretation of data. Ian Anderson at the National Institute of

Standards and Technology along with Michael Anderson from the University of Oregon

collected the transmission electron microscopy images presented in this chapter and

provided input on their interpretation. Diplom Thesis student Raimar Rostek from the

University ofFreiburg assisted with the preparation and analysis of many of the samples

presented here. Undergraduates Sara Tepfer, Scott Duncombe, Ryan Tapfel, and Bram

van Cleave assisted with collection of diffraction data.

IV.I. General Structural Features ofBulk Misfit Layered Compounds

A short overview of the basic structure of bulk misfit layered compounds will first

be given in order to provide a foundation for describing the structure of misfit layered

compounds prepared using elementally modulated precursors. A more thorough review

of these compounds has been compiled by Meerschaut and Wiegers. I, 2 Bulk misfit

layered compounds are typically characterized by two interpenetrating crystal structures

as briefly described in the Introduction. Figure IV.1 shows a generic schematic of a

typical structure. The MX crystal system is a distorted face centered cubic rock salt

structure and the TX2 is a transition metal dichalcogenide. The in-plane lattice ofthe MX
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layer is typically distotied into a tetragonal unit cell, with the a-lattice parameter usually

about 0.1 A larger than the b-latlice parameter. The c-axis is no longer the length of the

repeating rock salt unit, rather the distance across the interface to the next rock salt block.

Within the rock salt unit cell, the metal and chalcogen atoms are also distorted along the

c-axis due to electrostatic and covalent interactions of the atoms with the chalcogen

atoms in the TX2 layer (Figure IV.2). The TX2 layer consists of a metal center found in

either an octahedral or trigonal prismatic coordination sphere. The hexagonal basis is

commonly redefined to a tetragonal basis due to a b lattice parameter commonly shared

with the MX component. Single crystals of these compounds have been successfully

grown llsing vapor transport methods.

• f« c (

•••
q
layerc

Figure IV.I Basic structure of misfit layered compounds
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IV.2. Cross-plane Structure of Metastable Misfit Layered Compounds

The cross-plane structure was primarily studied using x-ray diffraction.

Diffraction data were collected using Cu ka radiation. Monochromatic radiation was

achieved through the use of a Goebel mirror where the k~ was largely removed by a knife

edge, although not completely. Diffraction data were collected in the Bragg-Brentano

geometry, utilizing a 0.6 mm antiscatter slit and 1.0 mm receiving slit on the detector

side. Scans were typically collected through 65° 2-8, as beyond this diffraction maxima

were typically too weak to observe on laboratory instruments. Because scans were made

perpendicular to the plane of the sample, only 001 diffraction data is present in these

scans.
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Figure IV.2. High angle XRD pattern for [(BiSe)1.1oh(NbSe2)]
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Initially, samples in the [(BiSe)l.lo]m(NbSez)n were synthesized to demonstrate that

modulated elemental precursors would provide a synthetic route capable of synthesizing

families of misfit layered compounds where a known compound with m = n = 1 was

known to exist, having been previously reported by multiple groups3, 4. This ensured that

the initial target compounds could be made, and provided a resource to which these new

compounds could be compared. Figure IV.2 shows the diffraction pattern for

[(BiSe)l.loMNbSez)I. In the high angle diffraction pattern, seven consecutive OOl Bragg

peaks are observed extending from 14.72° to 61.54° 2-theta. Using Bragg's Law, the

dimension of the unit cell was determined to be 12.047 ± 0.008 A. During the deposition

process, 42 precursor layers had been deposited. Multiplying the c-Iattice parameter by

the number of layers deposited predicts a total film thickness of 506 A. This is in good

agreement with the total film thickness measured using x-ray reflectometry, 505.7 ± 0.6

A. Wiegers et al reported a unit cell with the c axis equal to 24.203 ± 0.005 A,

approximately double the value found in this study.3 This discrepancy arises from the

difference in the number of repeating units present in the unit cell. In the powder

structure, it was possible to determine the polytype of the stacking, and it was determined

that the unit spans two superlattice layers (BiSe:NbSez:BiSe:NbSez). The c-Iattice

parameter is slightly smaller than would be predicted from the unit cell reported by

Wiegers et aI, 12.047 Acompared to 12.101 A. This result was consistent however

across several samples, with lattice parameters around 12.05 Aalways corresponding to

the best diffraction patterns.
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The high orders of diffraction indicate highly ordered layers present in these

films. This order propagates to the film surface. Annealing films at 350° C for four

hours lead to significant improvements in film smoothness. Figure IV.3 shows a low

angle reflectivity pattern for [(BiSe)l.1oJJ(NbSe2)1 with Kiessig fringes extending out to

15° 2-theta, indicating the film surface was essentially atomically flat relative to the

substrate. High angle diffraction data collected at the Advanced Photon Source included

Kiessig fringes up to 19° 2-theta (Figure IVA).

It was also demonstrated that several derivatives of the form [(BiSe)l.1o]m(NbSe2)n

can be synthesized by varying the number of binary layers deposited within each

repeating unit in the precursor. Compounds were prepared with n varying from 1 to 5

while holding m constant at 1. High angle XRD patterns show an increase in the number

of reflection orders present in the high angle, indicating an increase in the c-lattice

parameter (Figure IV.5). Plotting the lattice parameter as a function ofn shows a linear

dependence of the c-lattice parameter on n, indicating the change in structure corresponds

to discrete increases in the lattice parameter corresponding to the size of an individual

NbSe21ayer (Figure IV.6). layer and the intercept the thickness of the rock salt. With

each addition of a dichalcogenide layer, the unit cell increases by the distance from one

niobium to another through the layer plus the size of the van der Waals gap between

dichalchogenide layers. From the refinements, the sum of twice the Nb-Se distance and

the van der Waals gap between dicha1cognides is 6.2 A, within error of the slope of 6.32

A.
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Figure IV.3. Low angle XRR after annealing at 350 T for 4 hours.
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Figure IVA. Kiessig fringes extend up to about 19° 28 at 13.1 key using synchrotron
radiation.
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Figure IV.5. Evolution of the XRD pattern as n varies from] to 5.
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Figure IV.6. Increase in c-Iattice parameter with increasing n for [(BiSe)l.Io]J(NbSe2)n.
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A series of samples was also made by increasing the number ofBiSe rock salt

layer in the repeating unit. Figure IV.? shows the diffraction patterns for several

samples. Similarly, a linear increase in the c-Iattice parameter is observed, although there

is a significant difference. In the previous case, the c-Iattice parameter increases in

integer steps because a stable layer ofNbSez required a full Se-Nb-Se stack. In this case,

the change in the unit cell is not limited to integer unit cells ofBiSe which corresponds to

a two atomic planes. Instead, a single BiSe layer is a valid addition to the rock salt block,

allowing half-integer values of m. This will be discussed in more detail in the following

section.

Figure IV.? Diffraction pattern with increasing q-Iayer.
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The next family of compounds synthesized was [(PbSe)l.Oo]m(MoSe2)n. The

previous family of compounds consisted of two metallic components. The vast majority

of misfit layered compounds reported to date are composed of two metallic components

or one metallic and one semiconducting component. Charge transfer has typically been

considered an important factor contributing to the stability of these materials.5
, 6 With

two semiconducting components, there would be less expectation for charge transfer due

to completely filled bands in each component.

Initially, we will look at the structures of several different [(PbSe)l.ooMMoSe2)1

compounds prepared with slightly varying deposition conditions to determine the range

of stoichiometries in which this compound could be synthesized. Figure IV.8 shows

diffraction patterns from five different [(PbSe)l.ooMMoSe2)1 samples prepared at various

times spanning more than a year. The lattice parameters from these as well as additional

samples are summarized in Table IV.I. As can be seen from the data in Table IV.l and

the representative diffraction patterns, the single-phase field of the compound has a

macroscopic range of homogeneity, with a corresponding range in lattice parameter,

varying intensities between different 001 Bragg diffraction peaks.

In the [(PbSe)100]m(MoSe2)n system, as m and n are increased a regular increase

in the c-lattice parameter is observed, consistent with the behavior observed for

[(BiSe)uo]m(NbSe2)n. Each additional layer adds approximately linearly, even though

there is a significant amount of play in the exact size of the unit cell (depending on the

deposition conditions) due to the relative large phase space available around each
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Figure IV.8. Diffraction patterns obtained of five different [(PbSe)loolJ(MoSe2)r
samples.

compound, as was previously noted for m = n = 1. Despite this, as m and n are increased,

a linear increase in the c-lattice parameter is observed as shown in Figure IV.9.

Increasing the thickness of the MoSe2 layer leads to a comparable increase regardless of

the thickness of the PbSe block, as indicated by the good agreement observed between

the slopes of the several plots.



Sample
C-lattice

Error
Parameter (A)

44a 12.59 0.03
l12d 12.58 0.05
112f 12.60 0.04
116x 12.700 0.003
126a 12.69 0.02
127a 12.69 0.01
128a 12.68 0.02
139x 12.75 0.03
173x 12.730 0.004
173y 12.75 0.05
174x 12.73 0.007
174y 12.74 0.04
175x 12.74 0.05
175y 12.731 0.009
176x 12.74 0.06
176y 12.727 0.009
R-l 12.66 0.01
RO 12.45 0.01
Rl 12.47 0.01
R2 12.41 0.01
R3 12.46 0.01

Table IV.1. Variation of c-lattice parameters for several [(PbSe)1.ooh(MoSe2)1 samples.
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Figure IV.9. C-Iattice parameters vs n for several [(PbSe)lOO]m(MoSe2)n compounds.
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As was previously noted for [(BiSe)l.1o]m(NbSe2)n, as the rock salt block becomes

thicker, it becomes possible to synthesize half integer values of m, where the thickness of

the PbSe unit is increased by a single monolayer of material. In previous reports on

misfit layered compounds, the value m was constrained to whole integer values, or in

other words even numbers ofPbSe monolayers, except when a mixed valency is present

for the cation or when mixed cations are used in the MX block.7
-
9 When an even number

of monolayers is present, the layers distort with alternate columns of atoms translating up

and down as shown in Figure IV.IO. This translation brings Pb atoms closer to the

MoSe21ayer on one end of the PbSe atomic column and Se further away on the other end,

reducing the total free energy. When an odd number ofmonolayers is present (half

integer values of m), entire columns cannot translate in a similar manner due to

electrostatic forces acting in opposite directions due to identical atoms present at the top

and bottom of the columns. As the rock salt block becomes thicker, the free energy

gained by this distortion decreases, and it becomes possible to synthesize half integer

values of m, where the thickness of the PbSe unit is increased by a single monolayer of

material. With only two 001 PbSe planes present, the distortion ofeach plane will be

equal, but it is expected that as the rock salt block becomes thicker the distortion ofthe

atoms in the middle will decrease. Therefore, for thicker PbSe blocks, the disruption of

this distortion resulting from an odd number of 00 1 PbSe planes will have less

contribution to the total free energy. The first instance where this is observed is for m =

3.5. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a family where both half and whole

integer values of m are reported in a single ternary family of misfit layered compounds.
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IV.3. In-plane Structure of Metastable Misfit Layered Compounds

To explore the in-plane structure, it was necessary to collect diffraction data at the

Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Lab. This was necessary because weak

reflections make it impractical to collect data using laboratory diffractometers, as count

times would need to be unrealistically long. Samples were aligned with a laser such that

the position of the reflected laser remained constant as the sample was rotated about phi.

A glancing geometry was established by setting theta to 90°, and then using chi to set the

glancing angle at 179.7° (meaning an angle of 0.3° between the incident beam and the

plane of the sample). The detector was scanned nearly in the plane of the sample, but

actually slightly behind due to the glancing angle. To compensate for this, the horizontal

receiving slits were set wide open (19 mm) to compensate for the center of the detector

being slightly behind the sample.

The sample was initially spun about phi so to average out any preferred

orientation in the ab-plane, but it was later determined to be unnecessary, as will be

discussed later.

IV.3.!. [(BiSe)uo]m(NbSe2)n

Figure IV.11 shows the in-plane diffraction patterns for [(BiSe)UO]1(NbSe2)1 and

[(BiSe)uo]1(NbSe2)s. Due to the geometry of the experiment, only hkO reflections are

expected. The BiSe in-plane lattice is indexed in the top plot, the NbSe2 in-plane lattice

is indexed in the bottom plot. The calculated lattice parameters are shown in Table IV.2,

along with lattice parameters calculated by Wiegers et al. for bulk [(BiSe)uO]1(NbSe2)1.3
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Figure IV.II. XRD of the ab-plane of (BiSe)l.lo NbSe2, * indicates Si 220 reflection.

a b
Bulk

BiSe 6.255(2) 5.983(1)

NbSe2 3.437(1) 5.983(1)

Thin Film

BiSe 6.1(1) 5.9(1)

NbSe2 3.5(1) 5.9(1)

Table IV.2. Comparison of in-plane lattice parameters from thin film samples compared
to bulk samples
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As a consequence of the broad peak widths, the diffraction patterns are impossible

to index completely because several observed maxima are the convolution of multiple

peaks. However, several observations can be made, especially by looking at the change

in the diffraction patterns as the relative ratios of the two components are changed. In the

bulk samples prepared by Wiegers et al.,3 a separate a and b-lattice parameter was

reported for BiSe. For NbSe2, the OkO axis was lattice matched to BiSe, leading to all

OkO peaks to be a convolution of the two. These peaks are resolved, however, in the off

axis diffraction patterns. In the case of the films made in this report, these diffraction

peaks were too broad to be deconvoluted, and so the diffraction patterns were indexed

under the assumption that BiSe and NbSe2 share a common b-lattice parameter.

The 020 and 040 peaks ofBiSe and the 100 and 200 peaks from the NbSe2 are

absent in the diffraction pattern, although their predicted locations are shown.

Reflections are expected at 17.6° 28 for BiSe 020 and NbSe2 100, and at 36.4° 28 for the

BiSe 040 and NbSe2 200. The 020 and 100 reflections are presumably buried in the 200

reflection, and the 040 and 200 in the 400 reflection. Indeed, in the in-plane diffraction

pattern for [(BiSe)uoMNbSe2)s, the positions of these maxima shift to higher angles 28.

In order to index these patterns, a the peak shape for each maxima was fit with two peaks

using a Pseudo Voigt profile, such that each peak was held at the same position and only

the intensity of the two peaks was varied until the profile was fit. The only uncertainty

remains whether the BiSe OkO reflections correspond to the 100 NbSe2 reflection as

observed in the bulk compound, or if the peaks mentioned earlier are really a convolution

of three reflections instead of two. Assuming the in-plane structure is similar to the bulk
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phase, all measured peak positions are comparable to calculated positions to within the

size of the step used in the experiment, although the associated error is quite large due to

the broad and overlapping peaks.

IV.3.2. [(PbSe)J.oo]m(MoSe2)n

The in-plane diffraction pattern for [(PbSe)1.ooh(MoSe2)3 is shown in Figure IV.l2.

When made using bulk synthesis techniques, a tetragonal in-plane lattice has been

reported for PbSe. 10
-
12 In the compounds reported in this study, the hOO and OkO

reflections in PbSe cannot be resolved, indicating equal lattice parameters for a and b,

instead of the typical distortion of the rock salt to a tetragonal symmetry. Off-axis

diffraction is able to confirm this, as will be discussed later. The rock salt and transition

metal dichalcogenide in these structures are incommensurate along both the a and b axes,

leading to completely independent families of diffraction peaks in the in-plane pattern.

The degree of misfit was calculated from the in-plane lattice parameter of each

component and tabulated for several compounds in this family in Table IV.2. The basic

in-plane structure and relative tiling density of each component are shown in Figure

IV.13. On average, the a lattice parameter for PbSe was determined to be 0.617 nm and

the MoSe2 0.332 nm. In epitaxial films, a lattice mismatch will change the interfacial

energy and leads to strain in the a and b lattice parameters until a critical thickness is

reached, above which the stress is relieved through dislocations. 13 Unlike epitaxial films,

no trend is evident as the thickness of each block is increased, although there is some

variation in the lattice parameter from one compound to another. This indicates that
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despite a significant lattice mismatch, there is no strain present at the component interface

and there is little to no epitaxy present between the layers. As a result, each component

also has an individual domain size in the ab-plane, independent of that ofthe other

component. The PbSe layers have a domain typically 2.2 times larger than is observed in

the MoSe2 layers. The domains for both components are small, around 10 nm for PbSe

and 4 nm for MoSe2 based on Scherrer analysis. The domain size also appears to be

independent ofthe values ofm and n, remaining relatively constant for all members of

this family as shown in Table IV.2.
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Figure IV.12. In-plane diffraction from [(PbSe)l.ooh(MoSe2)3. Miller indices above the
pattern indicate reflections from PbSe, those below from MoSe2.



PbSe a-lattice MoSe2 a-lattice PbSe Grain MoSe2 Grain
Structure (run) (run) Size (run) Size (run)

m=l, n=1 0.6160 ± 0.0006 0.332 ± 0.002 9±3 4 ± 1

m=l, n=l 0.6175 ± 0.0009 0.3320 ± 0.0006 9±3 5.2 ± 0.8

m=3, n=l 0.6141 ± 0.0001 0.331 ± 0.007 7±2 4.5 ± 0.6

m=3, n=3 0.6163 ± 0.0008 0.331 ± 0.001 8±2 4 ± 1

m=4, n=4 0.6156 ± 0.0002 0.3324 ± 0.0005 10 ± 2 4 ± 1

m=5, n=5 0.6154 ± 0.0002 0.333 ± 0.002 9±2 4±1

m=5, n=5 0.6184 ± 0.0006 0.3345 ± 0.0008 12 ± 3 4.2 ± 0.7
m=6, n=6 0.6172 ± 0.0005 0.3329 ± 0.0006 10 ± 3 4 ± 1
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Table IV.2 In-plane structure of seven [(PbSe)l.oo]m[MoSe2]n compounds.

6.16 A

Se

Pb 3.31 A
Mo (6.62 A)

6.16 A

Figure IV.13. In-plane lattice parameter and tiling density for the two components in
[(PbSe) loo]m(MoSe2)n
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IVA. Off-axis Structure of Metastable Misfit Layered Compounds

Off-axis diffraction data were collected at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne

National Lab. The incident beam was set to a glancing angle and significant sections of

k-space were collected using a MAR 345 Image plate. A beam stop was placed in front

ofthe image plate to protect it from the direct beam, leading to shadowing in the center of

the image plate. The image plate was calibrated by measuring the sample to detector

distance, and also by using either Si powder or LaB6 as a standard. The powder rings

from the standard were fit using the Fit2D software package, allowing the detector tilt to

be calculated and a better measure of the distance to be determined.

Figure IV.14 shows the off-axis diffraction patterns for two compounds,

[(PbSe)l.ooh(MoSeZ)l and [(PbSe)Loo]J(MoSez)3. The horizontal axis corresponds

scattering parallel to the plane of the sample (hkO) and the vertical axis to scattering

perpendicular to the plane (001). In these k-space maps, when off of the 001 axis, two

independent families of reflections are present in the 001 direction corresponding to the

individual PbSe and MoSez components. The diffraction maxima are much sharper along

hkO than along 001. This indicates a much smaller grain size in the cross plane direction.

For example, for [(PbSe)l.ooJz(MoSez)z, a grain size of 14 Ais calculated for PbSe along

001 and 9 Afor MoSez. This compares to a 110 Adomain along hkO for PbSe and 50 A

domain for MoSez. Along 001, this indicates that for MoSez the grains are on average

only slightly larger than a single MoSez layer. For PbSe, the grain size is typically larger

because it extends clear through the PbSe block.
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The MoSe2 reflections remain essentially constant for all samples regardless of

the values of m and n. Broad streaking is observed along 101 direction with higher

intensity visible where the 103 reflection of the binary compound MoSe2 would be

expected. This is consistent with a general lack of coherence between the Se-Mo-Se

planes, although it does indicate short range order present between MoSe2 layers. Along

001 a superstructure is present because there is no a or b component, so the average

electron density repeats with the length scale of the super structure. Along any other

crystal axis, the repeating unit is approximately limited to individual sheets ofMoSe2.

For PbSe, additional reflections appear along 1when m is greater than 1 (Figure

IV.15). These peaks can be interpreted as the result ofa finite crystal size present in the

PbSe'layers of each repeating unit. The presence of these maxima in the diffraction

pattern indicates the domains terminate with atomic abruptness, creating planes that are

highly oriented with one another where the size is determined only by m, and is

independent of n.

Figure IV.16 depicts a cartoon where diffraction is occurring from four atomic

planes. Diffraction from each plane can be represented by a vector of equal amplitude.

When all of the vectors are in phase, this equates to where we expect normal Bragg

diffraction. However, in between there is still expected to be some intensity observed

except for where the vectors sum to zero, where a minima in intensity is expected. The

number of minima resulting between Bragg reflections resulting from the discrete

number of planes can be readily shown to equal n-1 by considering the interference of

waves scattering from each plane (Figure IV.16). In the case of a normal crystalline
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Figure IV.IS. Off-axis diffraction data for three [(PbSehoo]m[MoSe2]n samples. Because
of the lack of coherence between layers, the superstructure is not evident in these
reflections which instead correspond to the individual components, PbSe (200 and 202)
and MoSe2 (103). The small satellite reflections (indicated by white dashes) between the
PbSe 200 and 202 reflections result from the finite size of the PbSe crystallites. The
number of reflections corresponds to 2m-2.
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Figure IV.16. Diffraction vectors resulting from a finite number of atomic planes.
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material where a very large number of diffracting planes are typically present, there are

so many minima that they are essentially continuous. However, when the number of

planes is limited, the relative phases between minima can be observed, as is the case in

Figure IV.15.

In each case shown in Figure IV.15, an even number of atomic planes are present in

the rock salt layer, leading to an odd number ofminima. These minima are equally

separated in reciprocal space, such that they correspond to integer value indexing when

the finite crystal size is determined using Bragg's law. The positions of the maxima are

therefore predicted at half integer values. The size calculated for each finite block from

these maxima compares well with the size predicted from the increase in the c-lattice

parameter shown in Figure IV.9. For example, the finite PbSe crystal is calculated to be

18.3 A when m = 3, compared to 18.2 A determined from the changing lattice parameter.

The finite crystallites observed in PbSe confirm the turbostratic disorder present in

these films. If long range order existed from layer to layer, the off-axis diffraction should

correspond to the superstructure of the parent materials. Instead, each block of rock salt

behaves as an independent crystallite, such that coherent diffracting planes are limited to

within the block for off-axis reflections. Reflections for the superstructure are present

along 001 because there is no ab component to these reflections. This leads to a repeating

electron density profile corresponding to the superstructure perpendicular to the plane of

the film.
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IV.5. Transmission Electron Microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy images were collected at the National Institute of

Standards and Technology. Cross section specimens for scanning (STEM) and

conventional (TEM) transmission electron microscopy analysis were prepared using the

small angle cleavage technique (SACT),14 followed by cleaning and thinning using a FEI

NOVA NanoLab DuaIBeam FIB equipped with a Sidewinder ion column. Samples were

thinned to approximately 300 nm using 30 kV accelerating voltage on the ion source

followed by a polishing step at 5 kV and final endpointing at 2 kV. Samples were plasma

cleaned using a Fischione Instruments model 1020 plasma cleaner for five minutes prior

to analysis to remove any organic contamination.

Analytical electron microscopy measurements were performed using an FEI Titan

STEM/TEM equipped with a double-hexapole spherical aberration (Cs) corrector on the

probe forming lens and operating at 300 kV. Images were collected using a condenser

beam convergence semi-angle a = 18 mrad and a high angle annular dark-field (HAADF)

detector with an inner semi-angle offJ = 60 mrad. Imaging was conducted by first

orienting the specimen to the silicon [110] zone axis followed by a lateral stage shift to

the site of interest. Orientation at the [110] zone axis of silicon places the cross section of

the film normal to the optic axis of the microscope. Image analysis was conducted using

the ImageJ for Microscopy suite ofplug-ins.15
, 16 Distances were measured using the line

tool and the plot profile feature on the calibrated image. A large line width was chosen to

provide an average distance over many atomic columns. Special care was taken to ensure

that the line was perpendicular to the film cross section during the measurement.
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STEM images from these compounds, an example ofwhich is shown in Figure

IV.17, support the average description of the structure deduced from the x-ray scattering

results. The images shown are dark field images, such that the bright areas correspond to

regions ofhigh electron density. The bright layers are PbSe, where primarily the Pb

atoms are being imaged, and the darker layers are MoSe2. The STEM images indicate

very little order from one layer to the next in the MoSe2 block of the compounds

investigated. The increase in free energy resulting from this turbostratic polymorph is

perhaps not significant enough to induce ordering in these metastable materials because

only van der Waals interactions are present between the MoSe2layers. Similar disorder

is present between the PbSe and MoSe2 layers. Although previous reports have indicated

some covalency between the rock salt and transition metal dichalcogenide layers, because

of mismatch between the layers, the degree of bonding varies across the interface. This

allows random alignments of crystallites from the PbSe to MoSe2 segments to result from

the precursor material. The rock salt behaves as a single block with bonding extending

continuously through the layers, leading to single domain extending through the rock salt

layer, as is shown by the [100] zone axis in Figure IV.17.

A look at the entire film shows that the general structure is uniform through the film.

Figure IV.I8 shows a STEM image for [(PbSe)LOoMMoSe2)1. Throughout the film, the

intefaces remain highly oriented relative to the substrate (note that the waviness is an

artifact of sample drift which occurs during the scanning process). With m and n both

equal to 1, the only interface present is the PbSe-MoSe2 interface. Similar to what was

observed for the larger structure, rotationally disordered layers dominate the film,



Figure IV.17. TEM of [(PbSe)l.ooJs(MoSez)s.
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Figure IV.18. STEM image of [(PbSe)1.00] 1(MoSeZ)l.
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although there do appear to be small regions where zone axes align from one layer to the

other as shown in the inset, where a [100] PbSe zone axis is followed by a [100] MoSe2

zone axis.

Looking at the STEM images as the number of layers of PbSe and MoSe2 in the

repeating unit are increased, the change in structure supports the observations made from

001 diffraction data. Figure IV.19 contains STEM images from 6 [(PbSe)l.oo]m(MoSe2)n

samples. In each case, the number of atomic planes can be directly counted, verifying the

structures inferred from the diffraction data are indeed accurate. The variations in image

quality are likely due primarily to differences in the quality of the sample preparation and

instrument stability on the day of measurement. In general however, it can clearly be

seen that PbSe and MoSe2 layers add to the structure as discrete building blocks, such

that the size of the repeating unit can be changed essentially at the atomic scale. The size

of each block measured in the STEM images is in agreement with the change in the size

of the c-lattice parameter determined from the diffraction patterns. The size of an MoSe2

layer is measured to be 6.6 Ain the STEM images, compared to 6.50 to 6.63, the slopes

from c-lattice parameters shown in Figure 9. Similarly, the size of a BiSe bilayer was

measured to be 6.2 A, compared to a slope of 6.09 to 6.15 Ameasured from diffraction.

Also, the image set confirms the domain size along the different crystallographic

orientations calculated previously using XRD. The grain size can be measured in regions

where an observable zone axis is present. The size of these zone axes is typically on the

order of 10 nm, comparable to the size calculated from Scherrer analysis. Similarly, in

the cross plane direction, for PbSe a domain is limited to the size of the rock salt block.
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Figure IV.l9. STEM images for several [(PbSe)l.oo]m(MoSe2)n compounds
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For MoSe2 a domain is limited to individual sheets, although this is less certain as very

few zone axes are observable in MoSe2.

While the atomic spacings measured in STEM images were in agreement with lattice

spacings determined from diffraction, an interesting trend was observed in the STEM

images that was not apparent from diffraction alone. Figure IV.20 shows a zoomed in

region from STEM images for [(PbSe)l.ooh(MoSe2)3 as well as for [(PbSe)l.oo]s(MoSe2)s.

Careful inspection reveals that for m :=: 3, n:=: 3, the spacing of the PbSe atomic planes is

not uniform, but rather that the planes form into pairs of planes spaced closer together

with a larger gap between pairs. Figure IV.21 shows the intensity profile through a cross

section of the [(PbSe)l.Ooh(MoSe2)3 film. A significant difference of 0.3 Ais measured,

with a spacing of 3 Awithin the pairing and a distance of 3.3 Abetween the pairing.

Initial DFT calculations indicate this structural variation results from intralayer charge

transfer with electron density being donated from between these pairs to within.

In the case of m :=: 5, n:=: 5 the PbSe planes are more uniformly spread, although a

plot of the intensity profile through the cross section indicates perhaps a 0.1 A difference

for interlayer vs. intralayer spacing. This decrease indicates that, as would be expected,

as the thickness of the rock salt block is increased the structure bears more resemblance

to the bulk structure. In Figure IV.22, the difference between interlayer and intralayer

atomic spacings is plotted against the thickness of the rock salt block. A regular decrease

in the difference between the spacings is observed and is expected to essentially

disappear completely when m :=: 6.
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Figure IV. 20. STEM images for [(PbSe)1.00]3(MoSe2)3 and [(PbSe)1.00]5(MoSe2)s. Pairs of atomic planes are evident for the
[(PbSe)1.00]3(MoSe2)3 structure, whereas the planes are much more evenly spaced for [(PbSe)1.0o]s(MoSe2)s
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This finding is very exciting as it is extremely challenging to look at the influence

ofnanostructure on local bonding environments. Often, nanostructures are assumed to

posses bonding environments comparable to bulk materials anywhere away from the

interface. This is difficult to study due to the fact that most techniques for looking at

local structure require an ordered material for atomic positions to be determined. The

two dimensional order present in these materials allows multiple analytical techniques to

be employed to study the local structure. Additionally, nanomaterials often require

capping agents to stabilize the structure, making it difficult to separate the structural

influence of these capping agents from the influence of structural confinement. In this

system, the interface does not change as the size of the domain is varied, providing a

potential platform for studying the influence of the nanostructure and charge transfer on

localized bonding environments across a constant interface.

One advantage ofTEM/STEM over diffraction is the ability to identify defects

not representative to the average structure. Figure IV.23 shows a cross section from

[(PbSe)l.ooh(MoSe2)1 where there was an excess ofPbSe present concurrent with a slight

deficiency ofMoSe2. Along the 100 zone axis shown, towards the bottom of the image

PbSe grows through the MoSe2 layer, leading to a PbSe region 3 bilayers thick. The

region where this occurs appears to be limited to a single grain ofPbSe, and at the top of

the image the region consists ofMoSe2. Because the PbSe and MoSe2 components are so

similar in size, the long range order of the structure is not disturbed by this stacking

defect, leading to a diffraction pattern comparable to that of the standard structure.
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Figure IV.23. STEM of[(PbSe) loolJ(MoSe2) I showing a 100 oriented PbSe layer grows
through an MoSe2 layer.

The identification of this stacking defect lead to an important realization; that in

order to maintain long range order, the composition is not necessarily vital, but rather the

total sum of the number of atoms from each component present in the repeating unit, at

least for [(PbSe)loolJ(MoSe2)1. This means that having an excess ofPbSe will not disrupt

the long range order so long as an equal deficiency of MoSe2 is present. For thicker

structures, because there are more layers for a component to grow through, it is uncel1ain

whether this would still hold true.
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In order to verifY this, a series of samples was made where the amount of one

component (either PbSe or MoSez) was systematically increased while the amount of the

other was decreased by an equal amount. Figure IV.24 shows the XRD patterns resulting

from these structures along with the composition of each film measured using EPMA.

Despite the confirmed change in composition, the diffraction patterns are very similar,

with the exception of a slight shift in the peak positons for the MoSez rich film. The

sample with excess MoSez has a c-Iattice parameter of 12.77(1) A, significantly larger

than the PbSe rich sample, with a c-Iattice of 12.628(9) A, which is within error of the on

composition sample, which has a c-Iattice parameter of 12.617(9) A. While the

discrepancy in the size of the c-Iattice parameter for the MoSez sample is significant,

referring back to Table IV.2, it is within the range observed for [(PbSe)1.oo]J(MoSez)I

compounds. This indicates that the larger measured lattice parameter is not necessarily

related to the composition. On the other hand, the PbSe rich sample confirms that being

significantly off composition does not prevent a similar structure from forming, so long

as the total number of atoms within the repeating unit remains relatively constant.

IV.3. Structural Summary

Combining the information obtained from the several different measurements, a

thorough picture of the structure can be formed. Figure IV.25 shows a cartoon

emphasizing the structural features determined by the several techniques. The colors in

the cartoon represent different crystallographic orientations, similar to what is seen in

electron back scatter diffraction patterns. The top cartoon shows a representation of the

cross-sectional structure. For PbSe, the domain along the c-axis extends through the
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Figure IV.24. Diffraction patterns for three [(PbSekoo]I(MoSe2)1 samples which are
(bottom) MoSe2 rich and PbSe deficient, (middle) on composition, and (top) PbSe
rich and MoSe2 deficient.
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Figure IV.25. Cartoon illustrating the 3-dimensional structure of [(PbSe) loo]m(MoSe2)n
determined from the combined data.
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entire compositional region. For MoSe2, each domain is primarily restricted to individual

Se-Mo-Se sheets. In-plane, PbSe has a square lattice parameter of6.16 A, while MoSe2

has a hexagonal lattice with 3.32 A in size. The in-plane domains for each component

are independent of the other, where the PbSe domains are consistently around 10 nm

while the MoSe2 domains are around 4 nm. The two components form non-epitaxially,

with random crystallite orientations. Despite the mismatch between the two lattices,

there is no strain present at the interface, evidenced by a relatively constant in-plane

lattice parameter as the thickness of the layers is increased. In the rock salt block, pairs

of atomic layers form where the planes of atoms are 0.3 A closer compared to the

distance between pairs for [(PbSe)I.ooh(MoSe2)3. As m is increased, the difference

decreases by about 0.1 Aper bilayer until no pairing ofplains is expected for m = 6.

IVA. Bridge

The ability to synthesize entire families of misfit layered compounds has led to

many unique structural features resulting both from the variation in nanostructure as well

as the low temperature synthesis route. These variations in the structure are expected to

have significant influence on the physical properties of these materials. Turbostratic

disorder similar to that reported for WSe2 was observed for these materials. In the case

ofWSe2, turbostratic disorder resulted in a record low thermal conductivity. 17 We also

expect similarly low thermal conductivity to result from the turbostratic disorder present

in these materials. Additionally, the wide range of chemistries available are expected to

provide access to a similarly wide range of properties. In Chapter V, we will explore the

properties,these materials as a function ofnanostructure.
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CHAPTER V

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TURBOSTRATICALLY

DISORDERED MISFIT LAYERED COMPOUNDS

This chapter reports several physical properties measured in turbostratically

disordered misfit layered compounds and examines the correlation of these properties

with the unique structures of these materials. Due to the turbostratic disorder, these

compounds exhibit extremely low thermal conductivity across the planes, as low as

0.05 Wm-1K1. The thermal conductivity behaves as the weighted average of the two

components for samples rich in MoSe2 (n > m), but deviates below the predicted thermal

conductivities as the samples become rich in PbSe (m > n) due to the decreased thermal

conductivity of PbSe resulting from very small grains. Contrary to results reported by

previous groups, the density of interfaces does not significantly influence the thermal

conductivity. Electrically, these materials can be either metallic or semiconducting

depending on the cations included in the structure. For semiconductors, varied defect

densities allow access to a large range of carrier properties, with either holes or electrons

as the dominant carrier. We attempted to control the carrier levels by annealing in a

closed atmosphere with a bulk powder to serve as a Se vapor source. Doing so allows the

carrier concentration of individual samples to be controlled, although properties vary
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between samples due to defects which are immobile in the temperature range explored to

date.

Many people have contributed to the work presented in this chapter. Professor

David Cahill and Catalin Chiretescu at the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign

performed the thermal conductivity measurements presented in this chapter. Graduate

student Clay Mortensen designed and assembled the annealing system described in this

chapter. Diplom student Raimar Rostek from the University of Freiburg assisted with

design and assembly of the electrical measurement system, as well as with the

measurement of several samples. Undergraduate Sara Tepfer assisted with many ofthe

electrical measurements.

V.I. Introduction to Thermoelectric Properties

Thermoelectric materials make use of two related phenomena, the Peltier Effect

and the Seebeck effect. The Peltier effect is the transport of heat through a material

through an electrical current (Figure V.I). The flip side ofthe Pelteir effect is the

Seebeck effect, in which case a temperature gradient across a material generates a

voltage. The efficiency of a thermoelectric device is characterized by the unitless figure

of merit:

2

ZT = cya T
K

where Z is defined as the figure of merit, T is the temperature, (J is the electrical

conductivity, and a is the Seebeck coefficient, and K is the thermal conductivity.

V-I
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Optimization of the figure of merit is often a difficult task because all of the

parameters in Equation V-I are interrelated. For example, all of the parameters are

dependant on the concentration of carriers present in a materia1. Figure V.2 shows an

example of the dependence of the thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity, and

Seebeck coefficient as a function of the number of carriers present in a materia1.! As the

number of carriers present increases, the electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity

typically increase while the Seebeck coefficient decreases, leading to an ideal carrier

concentration that is typically targeted where the figure of merit reaches its optimal value.

While the thermal and electrical conductivity and the Seebeck coefficient are all

dependant on carrier concentration, there are other ways to improve these figures without

detrimentally influencing the other properties, such as improving the electrical mobility

and decreasing the lattice component ofthe thermal conductivity. The electrical

conductivity is related to the carrier concentration by Equation V-2:

a = nJ.1lI

where n is the carrier concentration, fl is the electrical mobility, and q is the carrier

V-2

charge. By increasing the mobility, the conductivity can be increased without affecting

the Seebeck coefficient as significantly as through changing the carrier concentration.

The thermal conductivity also provides a means for improving the figure of merit.

It is composed of two components, an electrical and a lattice component. As is shown in

Figure V.2, while the electrical component of the thermal conductivity is strongly

dependant on the number of carriers, the thermal conductivity through the lattice is not.
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conductivity (bottom), and Seebeck coefficient (bottom) on carrier concentration,
including where the highest power factor (a2a) is observed.
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It is a loss factor such that any decrease in the thermal conductivity through the lattice

will translate directly to an equivalent improvement in the figure of merit if the carrier

mobility is not degraded.

Recently, significant efforts have been made to improve thermoelectric

performance by reducing the thermal conductivity of materials known to have good

electrical properties for thermoelectric applications. This is typically accomplished by

manipulating the nanostructure of a material on a lengthscale such that phonon scattering

is increased while the electrical properties remain largely unchanged,z-7 To date, there

has been very little effort approaching the problem from the opposite direction; starting

with a material which already has a very low thermal conductivity and attempting to

improve the electrical properties.

Recently, our group reported a record low thermal conductivity for a fully dense

solid in turbostratically disordered WSez (Figure V.3).8 This material exhibits a cross

plane thermal conductivity 30 times lower than single crystal WSez, and 6 times lower

than the amorphous limit for WSez. The thermal conductivity actually increases as the

structure is destroyed by ion bombardment. Unfortunately, WSez is a wide bandgap

seminconductor with poor electrical properties from a thermoelectric perspective. As

was discussed in Chapter IV, turbostratic disorder similar to that observed in WSez was

also found in misfit layered compounds prepared by elementally modulated precursors.

Misfit layered compounds have the advantage of an extra component to provide access to

a wider range of parameter space. In this chapter, we will discuss the physical properties
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Figure Y.3. Cartoon depicting turbostratically disordered WSe2 reported recently by our
lab. This material exhibited the lowest cross-plane thermal conductivity ever measured
for a fully dense solid.

observed in [(PbSe)100]m(MoSe2)n as well as [(PbSe)1I0]m(NbSe2)n and their possible

application towards thermoelectric materials.

V.2. Thermal Conductivity

The cross-plane thermal conductivity was measured using time domain

thermoreflectance.9,10 A pump and probe beam are split from a Ti:sapphire laser with a

wavelength of770 nm using a pulse time ofless than 0.5 ps. The two beams are focused

onto the sample and the time delay between the pump and probe beam is set with a

mechanical stage. An 80-85 nm thick layer of aluminum is deposited onto the surface of
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each film using dc magnetron sputtering, which serves as a transducer layer. The spot

size is typically 7.5 11m, with a total incident power of 10mW.

Figure VA shows a plot ofthe thermal conductivity vs the PbSe content for

several [(PbSe)1.oo]m(MoSe2)n compounds. The level of disorder present in the

compounds is evident in the thermal conductivity observed in these materials. Thermal

conductivities as low as 0.07 Wm-1K 1 are observed. The line in Figure VA shows the

predicted thermal conductivity treating the total thermal conductivity as the sum of the

series thermal conductivity ofthe individual components, given by the equation:

m+n m n
---=--+---
A multilayer A PbSe A MoSe2

where m and n are the number ofPbSe and MoSe2layers, respectively, and A is the

thermal conductivity. The values for A were determined from thin films ofPbSe and

MoSe2 prepared using modulated elemental precursors. When the PbSe content in the

film is small, the composite model matches the experimental data fairly well. As was

V-3

reported earlier, the interface density does not appear to have a signifant impact on the

total thermal conductivity,ll unlike earlier reports on Si-Ge superlattices.12 In this case,

the interface density or in other words the superlattice period is not nearly as important as

the ratio of the two components with essentially identical values measured for

compounds m = n = 1,2,3.

However, the deviation at larger PbSe contents does indicate another scattering

mechanism becoming significant, possibly resulting from the systematic change in the

PbSe grain size along 001. As was discussed in Chapter IV, the grain size ofPbSe along
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001 is the size of the rock salt block between MoSe2layers, such that the grain size along

the cross-plane axis is significantly smaller than is present in a PbSe film. While there

are several reports on the influence of grain size for PbTe,13 these reports deal with grains

on the order of 1 !lm, significantly larger than grains present in this study which are on

the order of 1nm. However, we can extrapolate trends in thermal conductivity with grain

size to arrive at an approximation of the thermal conductivity for the PbSe component.

Doing so predicts the thermal conductivity should be about 80% of the bulk value, which

still predicts thermal conductivity greater than that observed, as indicated by the dashed

line. I3 However, it is predicted that when grain sizes drop below 250 nm, the rate at

which the thermal conductivity drops will accelerate significantly.14 This behavior has
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been confirmed in BizTe3, where a two distinct regimes were observed for thermal

conductivity, centered around the 250 nm transition.I5 By fitting the data to Equation

V.3, a thermal conductivity of 004 Wm-IK1is expected for PbSe with 3 nm grains, as

shown by the dotted line in Figure VA.

Similar behavior is also observed for [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n, with a slightly larger

intercept for the total thermal conductivity, as shown in Figure V.5. In this case,

however, the thermal conductivity measured for the misfit layered compound is less than

that of either ofthe binary components prepared using modulated elemental precursors.

The thermal conductivities for PbSe and NbSe2 were 104 Wm-1K1and 0.26 Wm-IK-I

respectively. It is unsurprising that that the thermal conductivity of the misfit compound

is less than that of PbSe, as this is commonly observed. However, NbSe2 is

turbostratically disordered, and one would initially expect the thermal conductivity of

[(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n to behave as a weighted sum of the binary components, similar to

[(PbSe)1.oo]m(MoSe2)n.

The discrepancy likely results from a significant decrease in the electrical

contribution to the thermal conductivity resulting from a decrease in the electrical

conductivity perpendicular to the plane for [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n compared to NbSe2. In

bulk NbSe2, despite significantly anisotropic behavior, metallic electrical conductivity is

observed along both the in-plane and cross-plane directions. While we were unable to

measure the cross-plane resistivity for [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n, it would not be surprising if

band-offsets between PbSe and NbSe2 greatly restrict carrier transport between layers.
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This coupled with the turbostratically disordered layers leads to thermal conductivity

almost as low as that observed in [(PbSe)1.oo]m(MoSe2)n.

The roughly parallel behavior between two systems indicates a comparable

change in thermal conductivity as the structure varies, indicating that the change in

thermal conductivity is primarily through the lattice. If this is the case, the electrical

component of the total thermal conductivity for [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n should be the

difference of the intercepts for the two data sets, assuming that the electrical component

of the thermal conductivity for [(PbSe)l.oo]m(MoSe2)n is small. This assumption is

reasonable considering [(PbSe)1.oo]m(MoSe2)nmaterials are semiconducting. A fit of the

two lines confirms that a comparable change in the thermal conductivity for the two

materials with a slope of 0.13(3) Wm-1K1for [(PbSe)1.1o]m(NbSe2)n and 0.14(2) Wm-1K1

for [(PbSe)l.oo]m(MoSe2)n. The difference in the intercepts indicates the electrical
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component ofthe thermal conductivity for [(PbSe)uo]m(NbSe2)n to be 0.07(1) Wm-1K1.

By extracting the electrical component of the total thermal conductivity, we are also able

to approximate the cross plane electrical conductivity through the Wiedemann-Franz law.

This will be discussed later.

While there are few reports for thermal conductivity from misfit layer

compounds, previous compounds exhibited significantly higher thermal conductivity of

0.80 Wm-1K1, although this was on a powder sample, and the direction of the

measurement was not specified. 16 The ultra low thermal conductivity in these materials

results from the turbostratic disorder between the layers. As was discussed in Chapter

IV, there is no crystallographic registry from one layer to another in these materials,

making the structure appear amorphous in the cross-plane direction. By definition, there

cannot be any phonon modes present in the cross plane direction. This leads phonon

modes only in the plane of the sample.

V.3. Carrier Properties of Misfit Layered Compounds

The electrical properties were measured using a custom built electrical

measurement system described in Chapter II. Electrical resistivity and Hall coefficient

were measured using the van der Pauw geometry. A shadow mask was used to create a

film with a Greek cross pattern during the deposition process, and films for electrical

measurements were deposited onto fused silica substrates to alleviate worries about

substrate influence during the measurements. Pressure contacts were made to the four

comers of the Greek cross in order to allow samples to be reannealed several times

between measurements without worries about contamination from contact pastes and
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adhesives. For variable temperature measurements, sample temperature was monitored

using a Cernox resistor mounted onto the copper cold head.

Seebeck measurements were made using the integral method, where one side of

the sample is left at ambient temperature while the temperature at the other side is varied.

The temperatures are measured with two thermocouples brought into direct contact with

the film, and the Seebeck voltage of the sample is taken from the voltage difference

between the copper leads of the two thermocouples, corrected for the Seebeck coefficient

of copper. As a verification, the voltage difference between the two constantan leads is

also measured. The two values are typically within a few microvolts of each other.

As described in Chapter II, after the initial annealing driving the reactants to

products, further annealings were conducted in a sealed quartz ampoule using a bulk

powder as a chalcogen vapor source in order to equilibrate the chalcogen vapor pressure

from the film with the bulk powder in an attempt to achieve reproducible carrier

properties.

In certain cases, data sets are unfortunately incomplete with regards to measuring

Hall voltage and Seebeck coefficient. This results from difficulty measuring a small

voltage through a high resistance. Due to the thinness of the films, the resistances can be

in excess of 10 MQ for many samples. When samples also have poor mobility, often the

voltages being measured are quite small due to a high number of carriers present with a

large resistivity, leading to a small voltage being measured through a large resistance.

Figure V.6 shows the smallest voltage which can be reliably measured against the

resistance across the measurement probes.17 As can be seen, for samples with greater
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sample. A common problem in measuring thin films is that often high resistances lead to
difficulty in measuring small voltages for Seebeck and Hall measurements

than 10 Mn resistance, voltages common for Hall and Seebeck measurements (often in

the 10 - 100 f.lV range) can be near the theoretical limits of measurement.

V.3.!. Carrier Properties for [(PbSe)1.00MMoSe2)1 and [(PbSe)l.lo]J(NbSe2)1

Because of the many variations of cations that can be incorporated into the

structures of misfit layered compounds, a wide range of properties are accessible.

However, a standard problem when looking at the properties of solid state materials is the

influence of defects. Typically, a material does not have a given property, but rather a

range of properties that can be accessed by very slight changes in composition and
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impurities. Therefore, before looking at the dependence of properties on the

nanostructure of these materials, we first attempted to gain insight into the range of

properties for a single compound, where m == n == 1.

We first looked at the transition of the properties for several precursor compounds

evolving into [(PbSe)1.ooMMoSe2)1 and [(PbSe)l.lohCNbSe2)1. The resistivity and

Seebeck Coefficient of the precursors were initially measured, after which the films were

annealed at increasing temperatures in an open N2 environment to drive the reactants to

products. Figures V.7 and V.8 show the evolution of these properties through the

annealing process. Two different behaviors were observed. In the [(PbSe)l.lO]lCNbSe2)1

samples, the resistivity dropped during the first annealing and then remained in the 10-5

Om range and the Seebeck coefficients were small, as expected for a metallic system.

The [(PbSe)1.00]1(MoSe2)1 sample's resistivity initially increased to 5.24xlO-20m,

presumably as the compound formed and the conductivity switched from metallic to

semiconducting. After the initial annealing, the resistivity dropped eventually to 1.5xl 0-2

Om and the Seebeck coefficient changed sign, from +35 to -821lV/K as the sample was

annealed at higher temperatures.

To confirm the electrical behavior observed, resistivity data were collected as a

function of temperature. Figures V.9 and V.10 show the dependence of resistivity on

temperature for [(PbSe)1.ooh(MoSe2)1 and [(PbSe)l.lO]1(NbSe2)1, respectively.

Semiconducting behavior was confirmed for [(PbSe)1.ooh(MoSe2)1, where an

approximately linear relationship is observed for the natural log of the conductivity

against inverse temperature. This indicates that carriers are being thermally activated,
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and an activation energy of 0.17 eV can be extracted for the carriers. While the plot of

the natural log of the conductivity against the reciprocal temperature is nearly linear,

there is slight curvature, suggesting that the temperature range measured includes a

transition from extrinsic to intrinsic carrier excitation.

In the case of [(PbSe)l.loJJ(NbSe2)J, metallic behavior is observed, as indicated by

the linear decrease in resistivity. For a metallic material, the Fermi level lies within a

filled band, such that carriers do not require thermal excitation, but instead the resistivity

is dominated changes in the mobility. As the temperature decreases, atoms are more

likely to be at their lattice site such that scattering of carriers decreases. This behavior is

observed until approximately 50 K, below which temperature the resistivity levels out as

scattering by defects dominates the mobility. Similar behavior is reported for samples

prepared using bulk methods, although the magnitude of the resistivity differs by a factor

of 10.18 However, another group has reported a room temperature resistivity of 4.0xl 0-6

Um,19 in agreement with the value reported here.

For the [(PbSe)l.OO]I(MoSe2)1 samples where semiconducting behavior was

observed, we explored the effect of placing samples in a quartz ampoule under vacuum

with a large excess of a bulk source of one of the components, effectively buffering the

chemical activity. The samples were annealed with the goal of establishing equilibrium

between the vapor pressure of the sample and that of the source, and examining the

electrical properties. To determine the time required to reach equilibrium, three samples

were annealed at 400°C for increasing amounts of time in the presence oflead selenide

powder. Figure V.11 shows the change in resistivity for these samples as a function of
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time. Equilibrium appears to be reached within eight hours. The data indicate that

equilibrium is not diffusion-limited at this annealing temperature, as sample thickness did

not affect the rate of change of the properties, but that mass transfer through the vapor

phase is the rate-limiting step. The difference in the final resistivities are a consequence

of a corresponding difference in carrier concentrations, carrier mobilities, or a

combination thereof.

To determine the effect of chemical activity on the electrical properties, we

annealed samples first with PbSe, then with MoSe2, and finally again with PbSe. Each

time the samples were annealed for 12 hours at 400°C, long enough to reach equilibrium.

Transport properties were measured following each annealing step. It was expected that

MoSe2 and PbSe would provide different Se vapor pressures, such that the carrier

properties would cycle with the vapor source.

0.20
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Figure v'11. [(PbSe)1.00] 1[MoSe2h annealed in a sealed ampoule with a PbSe vapor
source until reaching equilibrium.
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Figure V.12 shows the change in carrier properties resulting from the annealing

sequence. Before the sequence began, each sample was annealed in N2 for 30 minutes at

4000 C in order to crystallize the structure. After annealing the first time with a PbSe

buffer, a slight increase in resistivity is observed most likely due to a decrease in carriers

as defects are annealed out of the sample. At the same time, the Seebeck coefficient

reverses its sign, changing from 10011VK1 to -8011VK1
, indicating that the majority

carriers have switch from holes to electrons. In the subsequent annealing steps, the

Seebeck coefficient behaves as expected, increasing in magnitude to -180 IlVK1when

annealed with an MoSe2 buffer and then returning to -100 IlVK1 when again annealed

with PbSe, indicating that the difference in Se vapor pressure is establishing the carrier

concentration in the film.

The resistivity behaves similarly to what was expected, but with slight

differences. The resistivity drops significantly when annealed with the MoSe2 buffer, and

then rises again when annealed with PbSe, although not back to its initial value. This,

together with the Seebeck data, indicates that although the carrier concentration is cycling

with the vapor source, the mobility ofthe carriers is increasing with each annealing step,

such that a lower resistivity is observed for the same number of carriers after annealing in

the PbSe buffer the second time. This confirmed that within a single sample, the carrier

concentration could be reproducibly established by annealing at a given Se vapor

pressure.

However, looking at several [(PbSe)l.ooh(MoSe2)1 samples, we determined that

while the carrier properties for an individual film do reach a steady state, the defects
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between films do not equilibrate, leading to widely varying carrier properties for different

films ofnominally the same compound. Table V.llists the c-lattice parameter along with

carrier properties for several [(PbSe)LooMMoSe2)I compounds. As can be seen,

resistivities vary by about a factor of 10, from 0.0323(2) !lm to 0.20(1) !lm and the

Seebeck coefficients similarly vary significantly from -181 ~VIK to 91 ~VIK, indicating

both holes and electrons as dominant carriers in these materials, even after annealing in a

closed atmosphere under equivalent conditions. As was discussed in Chapter IV, a

significant phase space is present around the parent compounds where m = n = 1,

presumably due to a broad range of defect levels possible without destroying the long
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c-Iattice Resistivity
Seebeck

Sample Coefficient
parameter (A) (Om)

(~V/K)

116x 12.703(8) 0.20(1) -180(10)
139x 12.73(1 ) 0.20(1) 91(6)
173x 12.730(5) 0.0323(2)
173y 12.75(6) 0.183(9)
174x 12.72(2) 0.20(1)
174y 12.73(4) 0.066(3)
175x 12.74(4) 0.064(3)
175y 12.72(1) 0.20(1)
176x 12.74(6) 0.057(3)
176y 12.717(8) 0.056(3)

Table V.l. C-Iattice parameter of 10 [(PbSe)1.ooJJ(MoSe2)1 samples along with the
resistivity and Seebeck coefficient where it could be measured.

range order of the structure. Due to this wide range of defect levels, it is not surprising

that a significant range of carrier properties would be observed in these compounds.

V.3.2. Carrier Properties for [(PbSe)loo]m(MoSe2)nand [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n as a

Function of m and n

Previously, all samples being discussed had the same basic structure, with

m = n = 1. One exciting aspect of misfit layered compounds is the ability to discretely

tune the nanostructure by varying m and n. This provides a unique platform for studying

the influence ofthe nanostructure on the properties. It is expected when the component

sizes cross a fundamental length scale associated with any property, a significant change

in that property should be observed. Additionally, as the interface density changes, the

degree of charge transfer between components should also influence the properties.
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V.3.2.1 [(PbSehoo]m(MoSe2)n

There are two ways we initially considered exploring the electrical properties as a

function of structure. The first is to systematically change both m and n, keeping these

values equal, such that the length scale is changed but not the composition. The second is

to look at the properties while increasing the thickness of one component while holding

the thickness ofthe other constant. We will first look at the properties while changing

the thickness of both components together, holding the composition constant.

We annealed 5 films with m = n ranging from I to 5 in changing chalcogen

environments. Films were initially annealed in an open N2 environment at 4000 C for 30

minutes to crystallize the structures, and then annealed in a sealed quartz ampoule, first

with bulk PbSe, then MoSe2, and finally again with PbSe serving as a chalcogen vapor

source. Behavior similar to that observed for m = n = 1 was expected, where the

properties cycle with the vapor source as the Se vapor pressure sets the carrier

concentration, with a possible decrease in the resistivity over time as the mobility

increases.

The resistivity and Seebeck values measured following each annealing are shown

in Figures V.13 and V.14. Two distinct groups can be observed in these plots, the first

consisting of samples with two or less layers of each component within the repeating

unit, and the other consisting of samples with three or more layers of each component.

For m = n = I, the properties behave similar to previous experiments where the properties

roughly cycle with annealing environment, with a decrease in resistivity observed over

time. For m = n = 2, the resistivity increases when annealed with a MoSe2 vapor
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source compared to with a PbSe vapor source, opposite the behavior observed for

m = n = 1. The relatively constant Seebeck coefficient indicates little change in the

number of carriers for m = n = 2. A very small magnitude (close to zero) is measured for

the Seebeck coefficient. This, coupled with the value of the resistivity being comparable

to that measured for other samples, indicate mixed carriers contributing to the properties

form = n =2.

For m = n ?: 3, similar behavior is observed among the samples. The resistivity is

significantly smaller and the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient is significantly larger

compared to the properties observed for the samples with m = n = 1,2. The variation in

behavior for these sets of samples can be attributed to two changes in the structure. As

was discussed in Chapter IV, as the thickness of the rock salt block thickens, the

distortion of the structure decreases, behaving more as a bulk material. Additionally, as

the thickness of each component increases, the degree of charge transfer will begin to

level off. It would be expected that a critical thickness will be reached above which the

properties will no longer significantly depend on the thickness ofm and n. Figures V.13

and V.14 indicate this occurs for m, n ?: 3.

Next, carrier properties were examined as a function of composition, where the

number ofMoSe2 layers was systematically increased holding the number ofPbSe layers

constant at 1, followed by systematically increasing the number ofPbSe layers while

holding the number ofMoSe2 layers constant at 1. The resistivity and Seebeck

coefficient for each sample were measured both before and after annealing for 12 hours at

4000 in a sealed quartz ampoule in the presence of a PbSe chalcogen vapor source.
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Before this, all samples had been previously annealed at 4000 C for 30 minutes in a N2

atmosphere in order to drive the precursors to products.

Figures V.15 and V.16 show the resistivity and Seebeck coefficient data for these

films before and after annealing. Looking at the resistivity data, an interesting trend is

immediately apparent. A maximum in the resistivity is observed roughly at m = n = 1,

with the resistivity decreasing when either m or n is increased. Somewhat surprisingly,

for this set of data the resistivity increases for almost every sample after annealing,

indicating that ifthere is an increase in the mobility, it is too small to compensate for the

decrease in carriers. As n is decreased and m is increased, a regular increase is observed

in the Seebeck coefficient. Also, as has been previously observed, the magnitude of the

Seebeck coefficient generally increases after annealing in the presence of a PbSe

chalcogen vapor source, again indicating a decrease in the number of carriers in

agreement with the resistivity data. These data indicate that optimal properties for

thermoelectric applications will be found for large values of m relative to n, where both a

small resistivity and a large Seebeck coefficient are observed.

In order to gain more insight into the observed changes in carrier properties, Hall

coefficients were measured in addition to Seebeck and resistivity for several samples

before and after annealing at 4000 C for 8 hours with a PbSe chalcogen vapor source.

The reason Hall data was not presented for previous samples is due to the difficulty of

measuring the hall voltage for these samples, as was discussed earlier in this chapter.

Reliable data could only be collected for a small subset of the samples, shown in Figure

V.17. It was again confirmed that for large values ofm and n (in this case ~ 4), the
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samples behave similarly. For each of these samples, a change in carrier type is observed

after annealing in the closed system, switching from n-type to p-type, as confirmed from

both the Hall and Seebeck coefficients. The increase in the magnitude of the Seebeck

coefficient for comparable carrier concentrations indicates a decrease in the minority

carriers after annealing. The decrease in resistivity after annealing was confirmed to

result from an increase in the mobility of the films. The mobilities, as high as

22 cm2y-1s-\ are appreciable considering the typical grain size in these materials is 4 to

10nm.

While some trends have been established between the properties and the

nanostructure of these materials, reproducibility remains a challenge in these structures.

The initial cation ratios are critical to controlling the defect levels, as the cations are

unlikely to have an appreciable vapor pressure at annealing temperatures low enough not

to destroy the layered structure. Unfortunately, it is impossible to control cation ratios

through evaporation with the precision needed, as even 1 part per thousand error will

result in a significant level of defects. Additionally, many of these materials will self

dope through metal cross substitution between the layers and intercalation of the

transition metal in the van der Waals gap.20, 21 This makes it very difficult to control all

the possible variations of defects in these materials. One possible solution is to

determineannealing conditions that lead to a generally low carrier concentration, and then

attempt to control the carrier concentration more precisely with ion implantation.
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V.3.2.2. [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSez)n

Up to this point, we have been dealing with materials where both components are

semiconducting. In the case of metallic materials like [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSez)n, a much

greater dependence on the stacking structure is observed. Table V.2 lists the resistivity

values for several [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSez)n compounds. These values are similar to that

measured previously for [(PbSe)l.lohCNbSez)\, 4.0xl0-6
,19 although another report is

about a factor of 10 higher, at 2.5xl0-5
.
18 In this family of compounds, the room

temperature resistivity was found to be relatively independent of the number ofNbSez

layers, but increased significantly as the ratio of m to n was increased with m > n. On

the other hand, when additional PbSe layers are added, a significant change in the

resistivity is observed.

To explore this behavior, we tried the simple approach of comparing the

measured values to the weighted average of the resistivity of the two components. Figure

V.18 shows a plot of the predicted values from the binary components compared to those

measured for each film. While the basic behavioral trend is similar, it is obvious that the

variation in properties cannot be explained simply through a weighted average. This

indicates that even in a metallic system, the change in structure as m and n are varied

results in significant charge transfer between components contributing significantly to the

observed properties. In the case of increasing m, charge transfer serves to significantly

increase the resistivity significantly above that predicted from a weighted average. On

the other hand, in the case of increasing n, charge transfer appears to buffer any changes

in resistivity such that it remains more constant than one would initially predict. It is
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interesting to note that significantly different behavior was observed from a previous

report, where the resistivity for three samples with m = 1 increased in the order

n=1<n=3<n=2. 18

Up to this point, we have only discussed electrical properties in the plane of the

film. For many applications, the cross-plane properties would be of greater interest,

especially because of the ultra low thermal conductivity observed in this direction.

Unfortunately, resistivity is very difficult to measure in the cross-plane direction for films

of this thinness due to problems with isolating lead and contact resistances. Having

previously extracted the electrical component of the thermal conductivity, however, we

are able to calculate an approximate value using the Wiedemann-Franz law:

V-4

where K is the electrical thermal conductivity, (J is the electrical conductivity, and T is the

temperature. Using this relationship, a cross plane electrical resistivity of 1.OxlO-4 Qm is

determined. This is indicates the cross-plane resistivity is between a factor of7 and a

factor of 30 higher than the in-plane direction. Considering the extremely anisotropic

structure, this value is quite reasonable. While there are no reports for

[(PbSe)1.1o]m(NbSe2)n, this is comparable to the anisotropy measured for other misfit

layered compounds, with a factor ono difference reported for Pab compared to Pc for
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Resistivi (Qm)

6.80E-06

5.63E-06

5.59E-06

1.37E-05

3.68E-05

3.49E-06

Table V.2. Resistivity for several [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n samples. A significant increase
in the resistivity is observed when m>n.
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Figure V.18. Plot of resistivity against PbSe content, as well as that predicted from the
weighted values of the binary components. The discrepancy between the predicted and
measured values indicates that the variation in the structural distortion as well as charge
transfer between components have significant impacts on the measured properties.
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VA. Conclusion

A broad range of properties are accessible through misfit layered compounds.

Turbstratic disorder leads to remarkably low thermal conductivity in these structures, as

low as 0.07 Wm-1K1in [(PbSe)l.ooJs(MoSe2)1. Even systems with metallic in-plane

electrical conductivity such as [(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSe2)n showed exceptionally low cross

plane thermal conductivity, as low as 0.14 Wm-1K1. Electrically, these compounds can

be either metallic or insulating depending on the constituents. The electrical resistivity

for [(PbSe)1.1 o]m(NbSe2)n compounds varies as the m becomes larger than n, but is

relatively constant for compounds where n is larger than m. [(PbSe)l.oo]m(MoSe2)n

compounds are semiconductors. Mobilities as high as 22 cm2V-1s-1have been achieved

by annealing samples in a Se vapor. Properties vary over a broad range due to varied

defect densities. The initial defect status appears to dominate the electrical properties, as

annealing samples together in a chalcogen vapor does not lead to convergence of the

properties of samples of equivalent compounds.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

Misfit layered compounds are an interesting class of compounds composed of

interpenetrating rock salt and transition metal dichalcogenide layers of the form

[(MX)o]m(TXz)n. In this dissertation, I have demonstrated that modulated elemental

precursors provide a low temperature synthesis route permitting entire families of

metastable misfit layered compounds. Families incorporating Pb and Bi for M, Nb and

Mo for T, and Se for X have been demonstrated. Evaporation of elemental sources

allows layered precursors to be formed with better than 0.2 Acontrol of the modulation

lengthscale. After a system is calibrated, this allows the proper number of atoms to be

deposited per cycle to form individual MSe bilayers and TSez trilayers upon annealing.

If too much or too little material is present, then the error will propagate as the number of

cycles within the modulation period is increased, eventually leading to either extra or a

deficient number of layers compared to what is desired, along with poorly crystallized

samples. Once properly calibrated, essentially any member of a theoretically infinite

family of compounds to be synthesized with different values of m and n simply by

changing the number of deposition cycles within the modulation period.

The modulated precursor self assembles into the targeted compound upon low

temperature annealing, with crystalline layers growing in-plane with no epitaxy to
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neighboring layers. As the film is annealed, the preferred orientation of the crystallites

increases due to faster growth for crystallites aligned to the substrate relative to those

which are misaligned.

Structurally, these compounds form layers with highly preferred orientation along

the c-axis where the c-Iattice parameter is the sum of the thickness of the two components.

This leads to a regular, linear change in the c-Iattice of these materials as m and n are

varied. As the rock salt block thickens beyond three bilayers, its thickness can be

increased by single MSe planes, or half integer values of m. These layers are

turbostratically disordered, with atomically abrupt interfaces between the layers. Within

the PbSe layer, pairs of atomic planes form for small values ofm with shorter bond

distances within the planes compared to between the planes. The difference between

these two distances decreases systematically as the rock salt block becomes thicker, and

appears to disappear when m = 6.

The in-plane structure of these compounds consists of independent, non-epitaxial

crystal structures. In the case of[(BiSe)l.lo]m(NbSez)n, it is uncertain whether the lattices

are independent along both axes due to peaks which cannot be resolved. In the case of

[(PbSe)l.lo]m(NbSez)n and [(PbSe)100]m(MoSez)n, the in-plane lattice parameters are

mismatched along both the a and b axes. In [(PbSe)100]m(MoSez)n, the in-plane lattice

parameters are independent of the thickness of the constituent blocks, indicating that no

strain results from the interface despite the significant lattice mismatch. In the plane,

PbSe forms domains on the order of 10 nm, and MoSez around 4 nm.
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Due to the turbostratic disorder between layers, these compounds exhibit

exceptionally low thermal conductivity in the cross plane direction, as low as

0.07 Wm-1K-1. The thermal conductivity is dependant on the ratio ofMSe to TSe, but

appears to be largely independent of interface density. The thermal conductivity of

[(PbSe)1.oo]m(MOSe2)n is somewhat lower than [(PbSe)l.1o]m(NbSe2)n, likely due to an

increase in thermal conduction through the carriers in [(PbSe)l.1o]m(NbSe2)n.

Electrically, compounds can be either metallic or semiconducting depending on

the cations present. [(PbSe)l.1o]m(NbSe2)n was found to be metallic, presumably due to

the presence ofNbSe2. For a metallic system, variations in defect levels have little

influence on the concentration of carriers, such that relatively reproducible properties are

observed. This allows trends in the properties to be observed as a function of m and n.

For [(PbSe)Ioo]m(MoSe2)n, semiconducting behavior is observed, resulting in a wide

range of carrier properties due to variations in defect levels. Annealing in a chalcogen

vapor allows changes the properties, but does not lead to reproducible values due to the

majority of the carriers resulting from defects which are immobile in the temperature

range explored to date.
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